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Abstract
We construct candidates for observables in wedge-shaped regions for a class of 1+1-
dimensional integrable quantum field theories with bound states whose S-matrix is
diagonal, by extending our previous methods for scalar S-matrices. Examples include
the Z(N)-Ising models, the AN−1-affine Toda field theories and some S-matrices with
CDD factors.
We show that these candidate operators which are associated with elementary parti-
cles commute weakly on a dense domain. For the models with two species of particles,
we can take a larger domain of weak commutativity and give an argument for the
Reeh-Schlieder property.
1 Introduction
Important developments in the construction of 1+1 dimensional quantum field theories with
factorizing S-matrices have been obtained in recent years in the operator-algebraic approach.
In the class of scalar S-matrices with no poles in the physical strip, Lechner [Lec03, Lec08]
considered a large family of analytic functions which satisfy certain regularity conditions
and constructed quantum field theories which have these functions as the two-particle S-
matrix. The idea is to construct first observables localized in an infinitely extended wedge-
shaped region. Lechner and Schu¨tzenhofer [LS14] generalized this construction of wedge-
local observables to theories with a richer particle spectrum, which include among others
the O(N)-invariant nonlinear σ-models. More recently, Alazzawi and Lechner (see [Ala14])
showed that the existence of strictly local observables in this class of models should follow if
certain representations of the symmetric groups Sn can be nicely intertwined. Candidates
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for observables in wedges in certain massless models have also been found and their relation
to conformal field theories have been investigated by one of the authors [DT11, Tan12, BT13,
LST13, Tan14, BT15].
In [CT15], we further generalized Lechner’s construction to scalar models with S-matrices
which have poles in the physical strip, which are believed to correspond to the presence of
bound states. In these models, the scalar two-particle S-matrix has only one pair of poles in
the physical strip, and it is interpreted that two bosons of the same species fuse into another
boson of the same species (the Bullough-Dodd model is believed to have such properties).
For this class of S-matrices, we constructed operators φ˜(f) := φ(f) + χ(f) by adding the
bound-state operator χ(f) to the field φ(f) of Lechner, and we showed that φ˜(f) weakly
commute with its reflected operator φ˜′(g) on a common domain. Hence this φ˜(f) is a good
candidate for a wedge-local observable.
In this work, we extend this construction to models with a richer particle spectrum. The
models which can be treated with our methods have diagonal S-matrix and include the Z(N)-
Ising model and the AN−1-affine Toda field theories and other S-matrices with a CDD factor.
These models are characterized by N − 1 species of particles and an intricate pole structure
in the physical strip, which include simple and double poles. Moreover, the fusion process
between the k-th species and the l-th species results in the (k + l mod N)-th species, hence
the models realize a more realistic binding process (c.f. the Bullough-Dodd model we studied
previously, where the bound state of the same two species is again the same species).
They have already been studied before in the form factor programme [KS79, BK03,
BFK06]. However, the convergence of the expansion of n-point functions in terms of form
factors remains an open problem and Wightman fields for these models are not available to-
day. Our goal is to attain a realization of these models in the operator-algebraic framework,
i.e. the Haag-Kastler axioms.
In this framework, we construct candidates for wedge-local observables by extending the
construction carried out in [CT15] to a multi-particle situation. Our candidate operator
φ˜(f) is given by the multi-particle component field φ(f) of Lechner-Schu¨tzenhofer [LS14] by
adding a multi-particle extension of the bound state operator χ(f) introduced in [CT15]. We
also construct the reflected operator φ˜′(g) and show that those components corresponding to
“elementary particles” commute weakly on a dense domain. In the Z(N)-Ising models, these
elementary particles are those which have index 1 or N −1. They are again polarization-free
generators (PFGs, an operator localized in a wedge which generates a one-particle state from
the vacuum) [BBS01] but not temperate.
The question of strong commutativity remains open. Since this time it is impossible
to choose f such that χ(f) is positive in these models, the mere existence of a self-adjoint
extension is more complicated. We think that this domain issue of unbounded operators
is an essential feature of the models with bound states and deserves a separate study (c.f.
[Tan15]). We will see that even the domain of weak commutativity is subtler in general,
but the models with two species of particles, including the Z(3)-Ising model and the A2-
affine Toda field theory, behave better. For these subclass of models, we also argue that the
Reeh-Schlieder property holds, once the issue of strong commutativity is settled.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we introduce our general notation for
multi-particle Fock space recalling the results of Lechner-Schu¨tzenhofer [LS14]. Moreover,
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we list the general properties of diagonal S-matrices with poles in the physical strip, of which
examples are the Z(N)-Ising models and theAN−1-affine Toda field theories and those with an
extra (CDD) factor. Sec. 3 is dedicated to the construction of the bound state operators χ(f),
χ′(g). We specify their domains and show symmetry properties as quadratic forms. In Sec.
4 we construct candidate operators φ˜(f) and φ˜′(g) and prove the weak wedge-commutativity
between the components for “elementary particles”. Moreover, we argue that the Z(3)-Ising
model and the A2-affine Toda field theory satisfy the Reeh-Schlieder property. We expect
that this holds in general. In Sec. 5, we summarize our results and discuss open problems.
2 Zamolodchikov-Faddeev algebra
Our construction of wedge-local observables is an extension of [CT15] to a larger class of
integrable models with a richer particle spectrum. For a general overview of the program of
constructing Haag-Kastler nets from given S-matrices, see [CT15, Section 2.1]. We consider
quantum field theories in 1 + 1 dimensional Minkowski space with factorizing S-matrices,
which are characterized by a matrix-valued two-particle scattering function fulfilling a number
of properties. These properties, without poles in the physical strip, have already been treated
in the operator-algebraic framework by Lechner-Schu¨tzenhofer [LS14] and Alazzawi [Ala14].
In the following, we recall the mathematical framework and the notation we will use to
describe these models, following [LS14].
2.1 Diagonal S-matrix
In the model with sharp mass shells, we have the well-defined concept of one-particle states.
By isolating the irreducible representations of the Poincare´ group, we assign them indices
α, β, . . . . As our models have factorizing S-matrix, their two-particle scattering process can
be specified by the matrix-valued function Sαβγδ (θ), where θ is the difference of rapidities of
incoming particles.
In this work, we restrict ourselves to models in which two incoming particles of types
α, β result in two outgoing particles of types β, α. Such an S-matrix is called “diagonal”
and has only non-zero components Sαββα(θ). We list in Section 2.2 examples of such diagonal
S-matrices and refer to literature for their Lagrangian description, if any.
As in the scalar case [CT15], our model can also include fusion processes. Indeed, each
pole of the component Sαββα (of the so-called s-channel) in the physical strip corresponds to
such a fusion process, and one needs to incorporate them in order to keep locality of the
model. For simplicity, in this paper we assume that the fusion of two species is just one
species. More complicated processes appear e.g. in the sine-Gordon model, which we will
study in a separate work [CT16b].
The scattering data
Now the S-matrix S is specified by the following data:
• index set I, which is a finite set, |I| = K. The elements of this set are denoted by
Greek letters, such as α, β, γ, δ, µ, ν, υ. Each element corresponds to a single species of
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particle in the model.
• charge structure: for each index α, there is the conjugate charge α¯ ∈ I, which is
another index. It holds that α¯ = α.
• masses {mα}: for each index α, there is a positive number mα > 0, which is the mass
of the particle of the species α. We consider only massive particles.
• fusion table: to some pairs of indices α, β, there corresponds another index γ, α 6=
γ 6= β. There is a list of all such correspondences and we call it the fusion table of the
model. When we write (αβ) → γ, there is a correspondence from the pair α, β to γ
and this is called a fusion (process). In this paper, we assume that for a pair α, β,
there is only one index γ such that (αβ)→ γ 1.
We assume further that if (αβ) → γ is an entry of the fusion table, so are (βα) → γ,
(γα¯) → β, (γβ¯) → α and (α¯β¯) → γ¯. The entries of the fusion tables are called an
s-channel of the fusion (e.g. [Que99, Kor00]).
• fusion angles {θ(αβ)}: if (αβ)→ γ is a fusion process, then there is a positive number
θ(αβ) ∈ (0, π) and there holds:
pmα(ζ + iθ(αβ)) + pmβ(ζ − iθ(βα)) = pmγ (ζ), (1)
where pm(ζ) =
(
m cosh ζ
m sinh ζ
)
. By putting ζ = 0 and considering only the real part, we
can depict this relation as Figure 1. Eq (1) resembles energy-momentum conservation,
but not quite due to complex arguments. One could interpret this relation as the
situation where two “virtual” particles fuse into a third “real” particle (the bounded
particle) whose momentum lies in the mass shell [Que99, Section 1.3.7].
• S-matrix components {Sαββα}: for each pair α, β of indices there is a meromorphic
function Sαββα(ζ) on C with the following properties (c.f. [LS14, Definition 2.1]) for
ζ ∈ C:
(S1) Unitarity. Sαββα(ζ)
−1 = Sβααβ (ζ¯).
(S2) Parity symmetry. Sαββα(ζ) = S
βα
αβ (ζ).
(S3) Hermitian analyticity. Sαββα(ζ) = S
βα
αβ (−ζ)−1.
(S4) Crossing symmetry. Sαββα(iπ − ζ) = S β¯ααβ¯ (ζ).
(S5) CPT invariance. Sαββα(ζ) = S
α¯β¯
β¯α¯
(ζ).
(S6) Bootstrap equation. If (αβ)→ γ is a fusion process, there holds
Sγννγ (ζ) = S
αν
να(ζ + iθ(αβ))S
βν
νβ (ζ − iθ(βα)). (2)
1We are aware that this is not the general case. We plan to investigate the sine-Gordon model where two
breathers can fuse into different two breathers [Que99] in a separate paper [CT16a]
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(S7) Pole structure. For each fusion (αβ)→ γ, Sαββα(ζ) has a simple pole at ζ = iθαβ ,
0 < θαβ < π, where
θαβ := θ(αβ) + θ(βα).
Furthermore, Sαββα has another simple pole at ζ = iθ
′
βα¯ := iπ − iθβα¯ if and only
if (βα¯) is also a fusion. This is consistent with crossing symmetry. If (αβ) → γ
is a fusion process, then the pole in Sβα¯α¯β at ζ = iθ
′
αβ is called the t-channel
pole. In the physical terminology, we insert only fusion processes corresponding
to s-channel poles in the fusion table.
For a fusion process (αβ)→ γ, we denote
Rγαβ := Resζ=iθαβ S
αβ
βα(ζ), R
′γ
αβ := Resζ=iθ′αβ S
βα¯
α¯β (ζ), (3)
In general, we define Rγαβ = R
′γ
αβ = 0 if (αβ)→ γ is not a fusion process.
(S8) Value at zero. Sαααα(0) = −1.
(S9) Regularity. Each component of S has only finitely many zeros and there is ǫ > 0
such that ‖S‖ǫ := sup{|Sαββα(ζ)| : ζ ∈ R + i(−ǫ, ǫ), α, β ∈ I} <∞.
• Elementary particles. There is a distinguished index υ such that υ 6= υ¯ called the
elementary particle (we will call υ¯ an elementary particle as well, but we fix an index
υ) which has the following properties:
– Sυββυ has only simple poles (no higher poles) or no pole at all for each β.
– Sυββυ has at most two simple poles in the physical strip R+i(0, π), one corresponding
to the fusion process (υβ) → γ and the other which is a t-channel pole for the
process (γυ¯)→ β (this properties is known as maximal analyticity).
– The fusion angle θ(αυ) does not depend on α and it holds that θ(αυ) = θ(αυ¯).
– It holds that θ(υα) + θ(υ¯α) = π for any α which is not an elementary particle.
– If (υυ)→ κ is a fusion process, we say that κ is a composite particle. Recursively,
if (υβ)→ γ where β is composite, then γ is again a composite particle. We assume
that each index in I is either elementary or composite. In other words, one can
arrive at any index by making successive fusions by an elementary particle.
– Let κ be the index such that (υυ) → κ. Then κ is the unique index for which
Sκυυκ(ζ) has a pole in R+ i[0, θ(κυ)].
– Positive residue. For each fusion process (αυ) → γ including υ, it holds that
Rγαυ ∈ iR+. As we remarked in [CT15], this property is related with the unitarity
of Hamiltonian (if it exists at all). Note that, from other properties, it is automatic
that Rγαυ is purely imaginary but the condition R
γ
αυ ∈ iR+ does not follow and it
is crucial for our main results.
Note that (S9) refers to the supremum in a neighborhood of the real line and not of the whole
physical strip, because S now has poles in our cases. In the cases without poles [LS14, Ala14],
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the condition (S9) has been used only in the (attempt at a) proof of modular nuclearity. We
need it already here, when we apply the Cauchy theorem, as we will see.
Note that the fusion angles θ(αβ) depend only on the mass ratios of the particles involved
(see Figure 1).
mα
mβ
mγθ(αβ)
θ(βα)
mβ¯
θ(β¯γ)
mγ
Figure 1: The mass parallelogram for fusion process (αβ) → γ. The length of a vector is
proportional to the mass of the corresponding particle.
As a consequence of the assumptions above, there are certain relations between these
quantities.
(P1) Consequence of (S5). If (αβ)→ γ is a fusion, then there hold θ(αβ) = θ(α¯β¯), θαβ = θα¯β¯
and Rγαβ = R
γ¯
α¯β¯
.
(P2) Consequence of Eq. (1). If (αβ) → γ is a fusion, then there hold θ(αβ) = θ(γβ¯) and
θγβ¯ = π − θ(βα) (see also Figure 1).
(P3) Consequence of (S4).
R′γαβ = Resζ=iπ−iθαβ S
β¯α
αβ¯
(ζ) = Resζ=iπ−iθαβ S
αβ
βα(iπ − ζ) = −Rγαβ . (4)
(P4) Consequence of (S6) and (S8). Shifting ζ → ζ + iθ(βα) in Eq. (2), we find
Sγννγ (ζ + iθ(βα)) = S
αν
να(ζ + iθαβ)S
βν
νβ (ζ).
At ν = β, we have
Sγββγ (ζ + iθ(βα)) = S
αβ
βα(ζ + iθαβ)S
ββ
ββ (ζ).
If (αβ) → γ is a fusion, then so is (γβ¯) → α and Sγββγ has a t-channel pole at iθ′γβ¯ ,
which is equal to iθ(βα) as we saw in (P2). Furthermore, S
αβ
βα(ζ + iθαβ) has a pole at
ζ = 0, while Sββββ (ζ) is unitary when ζ ∈ R, therefore,
Resζ=iθ′
(γβ¯)
Sγββγ (ζ) = Resζ=0 S
γβ
βγ (ζ + iθ(βα)) = Resζ=iθαβ S
αβ
βα(ζ)S
ββ
ββ (0).
Moreover, Sββββ (0) = −1 by (S8). Therefore, the equation above yields R′αγβ¯ = −Rγαβ ,
which also implies by (4) that Rα
γβ¯
= Rγαβ.
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(P5) Consequence of simple fusion process. We assumed that, if (αβ) → γ, then
α 6= γ 6= β. It follows that Rααβ = Rβαα¯ = 0.
(P6) Consequence of properties of elementary particles. We assumed that any index
α could be obtained with successive fusions of an elementary particle υ (we use the
notation α = υk for k fusions, e.g. (υυ)→ υ2 ). The following relations hold:
θ(υkυ) = θ0, θ(υυk) = kθ0, mυk = mυ
sinh(kθ0)
sinh θ0
, (5)
where θ0 is a constant (depending on the model). The first relation follows since θ(αυ)
depends only on υ. The second and third relations are proved by induction on k.
Specifically, the third relation is proved by taking the real part of Eq. (1) with α = υk,
β = υ and γ = υk+1 as below
mυk cosh ζ cosh θ0 +mυ cosh ζ cosh θ(υυk) = mυk+1 cosh ζ
and using the second relation in (5). The second relation follows by taking the imaginary
part of Eq. (1) with α = υk+1, β = υ and γ = υk+2, which is given by the following
expression
mυk+1 sinh ζ sinh θ0 −mυ sinh ζ sinh θ(υυk+1) = 0
and using the third relation in (5).
We note that parity symmetry (S2) implies that the bootstrap equation holds for the
flipped indices:
Sνγγν (ζ) = S
να
αν (ζ + iθ(αβ))S
νβ
βν (ζ − iθ(βα)).
2.2 Examples
2.2.1 The S-matrix of the Z(N)-Ising model
The Z(N)-Ising models are conjectured integrable quantum field theories which should be
obtained as the scaling limit of certain statistical models [KS79]. The form factors of fields
in the models have been investigated in [BFK06].
Particle spectrum
Let us fix N ∈ Z, N ≥ 3. The Z(N)-Ising model contains N − 1 species of particles, labeled
by α ∈ I = {1, · · ·N − 1}. There are fusion processes where two particles of type α, β ∈ I
fuse into another particle of type α+β mod N , for all α+β 6= 0 mod N . If α+β = N , there
is no fusion process. Moreover, the conjugate charge of a particle of type α is α¯ = N − α.
The masses of the particles are
mα = m1
sin
απ
N
sin
π
N
, (6)
where m1 > 0 is the mass of the first particle, which is arbitrary.
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Fusion table and angles
The angles θ(αβ), yielding the position of the simple poles, can be obtained using (1) and (6).
One finds explicitly:
θ(αβ) =
{
βπ
N
, α + β < N,
(N−β)π
N
, α + β > N.
(7)
Summarizing, the fusion table of the Z(N)-Ising model is (c.f [Que99, Table 3.1], there seems
to be a mistake in the Bindungswinkel (fusion angle) of the second case):
processes rapidities of particles fusion angles cases
(αβ) −→ α + β θ(αβ) = βπN , θ(βα) = απN θαβ = (α+β)πN α + β < N
no fusion α + β = N
(αβ) −→ 2N − α− β θ(αβ) = (N−β)πN , θ(βα) = (N−α)πN θαβ = (2N−α−β)πN α + β > N
S-matrix components and their poles
The component of the S-matrix corresponding to α = 1 particles is given by
S1111(θ) =
sinh
1
2
(
θ +
2πi
N
)
sinh
1
2
(
θ − 2iπ
N
) , (8)
which has a simple pole at θ = iθ11 =
2iπ
N
corresponding to the bound state (11) → 2. The
value θ11 =
2iπ
N
can be computed using (1) and (6) as well.
All the other S-matrix elements Sβααβ (θ) can be computed using the Bootstrap equation
(S6), and one obtains the following expression (see [Que99, Section 3.2] for a more detailed
account of the models and their bound states, yet one should be warned that the remark
below about the product is missing there):
Sαββα(θ) =
α−1∗∏
m=−(α−1)
sinh 1
2
(θ + iπ
N
(β +m+ 1)) sinh 1
2
(θ + iπ
N
(β +m− 1))
sinh 1
2
(θ − iπ
N
(β −m− 1)) sinh 1
2
(θ − iπ
N
(β −m+ 1)) , (9)
where ∗ means that the index runs in steps of 2, namely −(α−1),−(α−3), · · · , α−3, α−1.
If α+β < N , this S-matrix element has two simple poles in the upper strip R+ i(0, π) at
ζ = iθαβ =
iπ
N
(α + β), corresponding to the bound state (αβ) → γ = α + β. If furthermore
α 6= β, there is another simple pole at ζ = iθ′βα¯ = iπN |α − β|. There are double poles at a
distance of 2iπ
N
between iπ
N
|α− β| and iπ
N
(α + β).
If α+ β > N , there is a simple pole at iπ
N
(2N −α− β), and if α 6= β, another simple pole
at iπ
N
|α− β|, and there are double poles at a distance of 2πi
N
between them.
The properties (S1)–(S7) and (S9) are straightforward, and we check them in 2.2.2 in
more generality. (S8) is also well-known to the experts, yet has not been very often used in
computations. To check it, one only has to note that in the product (9) with α = β there is
the cancellation of a pole and a zero, and Sαααα has only one simple pole in the physical strip
(all the other poles are double).
The properties of the elementary particles are new and we will check them below.
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Elementary particles
We declare that the particles corresponding to the indices 1 and N − 1 are the elementary
particles of the model. In order to fix the notation, we take υ = 1. It is clear that any index
α ∈ I = {1, · · · , N − 1} can be achieved by α times fusion processes starting with 1.
By (9), the components
S1ββ1(ζ) =
sinh 1
2
(ζ + iπ
N
(β + 1)) sinh 1
2
(ζ + iπ
N
(β − 1))
sinh 1
2
(ζ − iπ
N
(β − 1)) sinh 1
2
(ζ − iπ
N
(β + 1))
have clearly only two simple poles at ζ = iπ
N
(β−1) (if β 6= 1) and ζ = iπ
N
(β+1) and no other
poles. Hence, by (S5), also the components SN−1 ββ N−1(ζ) = S
1β¯
β¯1
(ζ) have only simple pole(s)
at ζ = iπ
N
(N − β − 1) (and at ζ = iπ
N
(N − β + 1) if β 6= 1). The poles of the components
Sα N−1N−1 α(ζ) = S
α¯1
1α¯(ζ) are also known from the above. From these observation, it is clear that
S1221 is the only component among {S1ββ1} which has a pole in R+ i[0, iπN ] (actually at iπN ).
Now, all the other properties of elementary particle are easy except positivity of the
residues. Actually, we can show that that Res
ζ=
iπ(α+β)
N
Sαββα(ζ) ∈ iR+.
Let us first consider the case α ≤ β and α + β < N . The pole at ζ = iπ(α+β)
N
appears
in Eq. (9) in the sinh factor on the right hand side in the denominator for m = −(α − 1).
Hence, the residue at this pole is given by
Res
ζ=
iπ(α+β)
N
Sαββα(ζ) =
2i
sin π
N
(β + 1) sin π
N
β
sin π
N
α−1∗∏
m=−(α−1)+2
sin π
2N
(α+ 2β +m+ 1) sin π
2N
(α + 2β +m− 1)
sin π
2N
(α +m+ 1) sin π
2N
(α +m− 1) ,
Since −(α − 1) + 2 ≤ m ≤ α − 1 and 1 ≤ α, β < N − 1, α + β < N (the last one by
assumption), then all the arguments of the sine in the above formula are between 0 and π,
where the sine is indeed positive.
The case α > β follows from parity (S2) and the case α+β > N is automatic using CPT
(S5).
2.2.2 S-matrix with CDD factor
We treat more examples of S-matrices with the same mass spectrum and the fusion table
as those of the Z(N)-Ising model. In this class of diagonal S-matrices, given an S1111 with
suitable properties, one can construct the full S-matrix by formula (12) below and show that
it fulfills properties of Section 2.1.
General properties As the model has the same mass spectrum and fusion processes as
the Z(N)-Ising model, S must have the same pole structure as the S-matrix SZ(N) of that
model. Hence, we can write S1111(ζ) = SZ(N)
11
11
(ζ)SCDD
11
11(ζ), where SCDD
11
11(ζ) has no pole in
the physical strip. SCDD
11
11 is called a CDD factor [CDD56]. We assume that S
11
11 satisfies
• Unitarity (S1),
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• Hermitian analyticity (S3),
• Periodicity S1111(ζ) = S1111(ζ + 2πi),
• Bootstrap consistency ∏N−1j=0 S1111 (ζ + 2πiN j) = 1.
• S1111(0) = 1,
• limǫց0 S1111
(
ǫ+ 2kiπ
N
)
S1111
(
ǫ− 2kπi
N
)
=
{
−1, if k = 1,
+1, if k > 1,
• S1111 has only finitely many zeros in the physical strip and they are configured as follows:
1. Fix an integer 1 ≤ k ≤ N − 1. For B ∈ C such that k − 1 < ReB < k,
the multiplicities of zeros of S1111 at
iπB
N
, iπB
N
, iπ(2k−B)
N
, iπ(2k−B)
N
are the same (the
multiplicities can be 0).
2. Fix an integer 1 ≤ k ≤ N − 1. For B ∈ C such that ReB = k, the multiplicities
of zeros of S1111 at
iπB
N
, iπB
N
are the same.
3. Fix an odd integer 1 ≤ k ≤ N − 1. For B ∈ R such that k − 1 < ReB ≤ k, the
multiplicities of zeros of S1111 at
iπB
N
, iπ(2k−B)
N
are the same. If ReB = k, it should
have a zero of even degree.
4. S1111 does not have zeros at
2πki
N
, k ∈ Z.
• SCDD1111(ζ) ∈ R+ at the points ζ = 2πpiN , p ∈ Z.
• S1111 is bounded both below and above in a neighborhood of the point of infinity.
There are meromorphic functions which have zeros exactly at those points specified above.
They are called Blaschke products and can be explicitly written, correspondingly to the three
cases above, as
SB
11
11(ζ)1 :=
sinh 1
2
(
ζ − iπB
N
)
sinh 1
2
(
ζ − iπB
N
)
sinh 1
2
(
ζ − iπ(2k−B)
N
)
sinh 1
2
(
ζ − iπ(2k−B)
N
)
sinh 1
2
(
ζ + iπB
N
)
sinh 1
2
(
ζ + iπB
N
)
sinh 1
2
(
ζ + iπ(2k−B)
N
)
sinh 1
2
(
ζ + iπ(2k−B)
N
)
SB
11
11(ζ)2 :=
sinh 1
2
(
ζ − iπB
N
)
sinh 1
2
(
ζ − iπB
N
)
sinh 1
2
(
ζ + iπB
N
)
sinh 1
2
(
ζ + iπB
N
)
SB
11
11(ζ)3 :=
sinh 1
2
(
ζ − iπB
N
)
sinh 1
2
(
ζ − iπ(2k−B)
N
)
sinh 1
2
(
ζ + iπB
N
)
sinh 1
2
(
ζ + iπ(2k−B)
N
)
We will later on refer to these Blaschke products as simply SB
11
11(ζ).
Bootstrap consistency is an equality between meromorphic functions, hence we can trans-
late the variable ζ and obtain
2N+l−1∗∏
j=l+1
S1111
(
ζ +
iπ
N
j
)
= 1 (10)
10
Riπ
0
−iπ
: zeros
: poles
Figure 2: Zeros and poles of the Blaschke factor SB
11
11 with 2 < ReB < 3, ImB 6= 0 and
N = 6. The shaded area is the physical strip.
for arbitrary l, by rewriting the product in steps of two. Note that this identity implies that
all indices can be read mod N, i.e.
Skℓℓk(ζ) =
k−1∗∏
m=−(k−1)
ℓ−1∗∏
n=−(ℓ−1)
S1111
(
ζ +
iπ(m+ n)
N
)
=
k−1∗∏
m=−(k−1)
N+ℓ−1∗∏
n=−(N+ℓ−1)
S1111
(
ζ +
iπ(m+ n)
N
)
= Sk,ℓ+Nℓ+N,k (ζ).
Examples. Functions S1111 of the following form satisfy the properties specified above:
S1111(ζ) = SZ(N)
11
11
(ζ)
∏
j
SBj
11
11
(ζ), (11)
where SZ(N)
11
11
is the matrix component of the Z(N)-Ising model we studied in Section 2.2.1,
SBj
11
11
are the Blaschke products explained above and the product is finite, so that S1111 has
only finitely many zeros and is bounded in a neighborhood of the point of infinity. For this
particular example, the CDD factor is the product part: SCDD
11
11(ζ) =
∏
j SBj
11
11
(ζ).
It is straightforward to check the above mentioned properties of this S1111 . Indeed, the first
five are easy by noting that SB
11
11(0) = 1. The limit
lim
ǫց0
S1111
(
ǫ+
2kiπ
N
)
S1111
(
ǫ− 2kπi
N
)
can be also separately checked: for SZ(N)
11
11
it is straightforward to check that the limit is
−1 and for SB1111 the function is continuous and the limit is 1 by unitarity and hermitian
analyticity. The properties of zeros are exactly encoded in the Blaschke products. For
the last property, we note that SB
11
11(t) ∈ R for t ∈ iR by hermitian analyticity and it is
11
continuous. Furthermore, as we saw, SB
11
11(0) = 1. Finally, in order to check the sign at
2πpi
N
, p ∈ Z, we only have to note that SB1111(t) has always even number of poles (including
multiplicity) between each interval ( iπ(k−1)
N
, iπ(k+1)
N
), where k is odd. Then the value at 2πpi
N
must be positive.
Full S-matrix For such a given S1111 , we construct the full S-matrix components as
Skℓℓk (ζ) =
ℓ−1∗∏
m=−(ℓ−1)
k−1∗∏
n=−(k−1)
S1111
(
ζ +
iπ(m+ n)
N
)
, (12)
where ∗ means that the index runs in steps of 2. It is now obvious that the S-matrix is
uniquely fixed by S1111 .
Let us now proceed to verify properties (S1)–(S8) for the full S-matrix components from
these properties.
(S1) We compute
Sℓkkℓ(−ζ¯) =
k−1∗∏
m=−(k−1)
ℓ−1∗∏
n=−(ℓ−1)
S1111
(
−
(
ζ +
iπ(m+ n)
N
))
= Skℓℓk (ζ),
where the first equality follows from renaming the indices m into −m and n into −n and by
reordering the product, and in the last equality we assumed that S1111 fulfills (S1).
(S2) This follows from the fact that the indices k, ℓ,m, n appear symmetrically in the
following expression
Sℓkkℓ(ζ) =
k−1∗∏
m=−(k−1)
ℓ−1∗∏
n=−(ℓ−1)
S1111
(
ζ +
iπ(m+ n)
N
)
= Skℓℓk (ζ).
(S3) This follows from the following computation:
Sℓkkℓ(−ζ)−1 =
k−1∗∏
m=−(k−1)
ℓ−1∗∏
n=−(ℓ−1)
S1111
(
ζ − iπ(m+ n)
N
)
= Skℓℓk(ζ),
where in the first equality we used that S1111 fulfills property (S3) and in the last equality we
renamed the indices m into −m and n into −n.
(S4) We compute
S k¯ℓℓk¯(ζ) =
ℓ−1∗∏
m=−(ℓ−1)
N+k−1∗∏
n=N−k+1
S1111
(
ζ +
iπ(m+ n)
N
)−1
=
ℓ−1∗∏
m=−(ℓ−1)
k−1∗∏
n′=−(k−1)
S1111
(
−iπ − ζ + iπ(m+ n
′)
N
)
= Sℓkkℓ(iπ − ζ),
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where in the first equality we used (10), in the second equality we renamed n − N into
n′ and used the fact that S1111 fulfills property (S3), and the last equality follows from the
2πi-periodicity of S1111 .
(S5) We compute
S k¯ℓ¯ℓ¯k¯ (ζ) =
N−ℓ−1∗∏
m=−(N−ℓ−1)
N+k−1∗∏
n=N−k+1
S1111
(
ζ +
iπ(m+ n)
N
)−1
=
N+ℓ−1∗∏
m=N−ℓ+1
N+k−1∗∏
n=N−k+1
S1111
(
ζ +
iπ(m+ n)
N
)
=
ℓ−1∗∏
m′=−(ℓ−1)
k−1∗∏
n′=−(k−1)
S1111
(
ζ +
iπ(n′ +m′)
N
)
= Skℓℓk(ζ),
where in the first and second equalities we used (10), in the third equality we renamed the
indices n−N into n′ and m−N into m′, and used the 2πi-periodicity of S1111 .
(S6) In order to check the bootstrap equation, we compute the right-hand side of the first
Equation in (2) in the case where α + β < N :
Sαννα(ζ + iθ(αβ))S
βν
νβ (ζ − iθ(βα))
=
ν−1∗∏
m=−(ν−1)
 α−1∗∏
n=−(α−1)
S1111
(
ζ +
iπ(β +m+ n)
N
) β−1∗∏
n′=−(β−1)
S1111
(
ζ +
iπ(m+ n′ − α)
N
)
=
ν−1∗∏
m=−(ν−1)
 β+α−1∗∏
n˜=β−α+1
S1111
(
ζ +
iπ(m+ n˜)
N
) β−α−1∗∏
n˜′=−(β+α−1)
S1111
(
ζ +
iπ(m+ n˜′)
N
) = Sγννγ (ζ),
where in the second equality we used the renaming n˜ = n + β and n˜′ = n′ − α and in the
last equality we combined the two products in the square brackets and called γ = α+ β. In
the case where α + β > N , we can use the CPT property on both sides of Eq. (2) to reduce
this case to the previous case with α¯ + β¯ < N .
(S7) We have to prove that Skllk does not have any pole in the physical strip other than
those of SZ(N)
kl
lk
.
Now, using Eq. (12), we deduce the poles and zeros for the more general matrix element
Skℓℓk starting from S
11
11 . To this end, we start by considering the matrix element S
1ℓ
ℓ1 with
ℓ > 1,
S1ℓℓ1(ζ) =
ℓ−1∗∏
n=−(ℓ−1)
S1111
(
ζ +
iπn
N
)
. (13)
Assume that S1111 has a zero at
iπB
N
, hence S1111/SB
11
11 is still analytic in the physical strip. Now,
because of unitarity and hermitian analyticity of S1111 , it must have poles outside the physical
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strip corresponding to the zeros of SB
11
11 and they might enter in the physical strip in (13).
What we have to do is to exclude this possibility.
The factor responsible for this concern is
SB
1ℓ
ℓ1(ζ) =
ℓ−1∗∏
n=−(ℓ−1)
SB
11
11
(
ζ +
iπn
N
)
. (14)
Assume that k − 1 < ReB < k. Then the factors SB1111
(
ζ + iπn
N
)
have poles in the physical
strip for −(ℓ− 1) ≤ n ≤ −k or ℓ− 1 ≥ n ≥ N − k (the latter comes from periodicity). For
such n, there is exactly m := 2k + n ≤ ℓ− 1 or −(ℓ− 1) ≤ 2(k −N)− n =: m (respectively
to the cases above, and note that 2k is even hence these m are in the steps of the product)
such that the poles of SB
11
11
(
ζ + iπn
N
)
are canceled by zeros of SB
11
11
(
ζ + iπm
N
)
.
The cases with ReB = 0 and ImB = 0 (namely, the cases 1. and 2. in Sec. 2.2.2,
respectively) can be argued analogously. Therefore, each Blaschke product SB
11
11 contained
in S1111 does not bring new poles into S
1ℓ
ℓ1 in the physical strip and S
1ℓ
ℓ1(ζ) has single poles at
(ℓ+1)iπ
N
, (ℓ−1)iπ
N
Finally, for more general components, we have
Skℓℓk(ζ) =
k−1∗∏
m=−(k−1)
S1ℓℓ1
(
ζ +
iπm
N
)
and we can again extract the zeros of S1ℓℓ1 , which are of the form of a Blaschke product, and
repeat the same argument to conclude that Skℓℓk does not have any extra pole in the physical
strip.
(S8) We consider the matrix element
Skkkk(ζ) =
k−1∗∏
m=−(k−1)
k−1∗∏
n=−(k−1)
S1111
(
ζ +
iπ(m+ n)
N
)
. (15)
By renaming of the indicesm,n intom+n = a andm−n = b, so that−2(k−1) ≤ a ≤ 2(k−1)
and −2(k−1)−|a|
2
≤ b ≤ 2(k−1)−|a|
2
(note that a is always even irrespective of k), we find
(15) =
2(k−1)∗∏
a=−2(k−1)
(k−1)−
|a|
2
∗∏
b=−(k−1)+
|a|
2
S1111
(
ζ +
iπa
N
)
=
2(k−1)∗∏
a=−2(k−1)
S1111
(
ζ +
iπa
N
)c(a)
, (16)
where c(a) = k − 1 − |a|
2
or k − |a|
2
depending on whether k − 1 − |a|
2
is odd or even. We
evaluate this product at ζ = ǫ with ǫց 0. Using the assumptions on S1111 , we find from (16),
lim
ǫց0
Skkkk(ǫ) = lim
ǫց0
(S(0)1111)
c(0)
k−1∏
l=1
[
S1111
(
ǫ− 2πli
N
)
S1111
(
ǫ+
2πli
N
)]c(2l)−1
= (−1)c(0)(−1)c(2) = (−1)2c(0)−1 = −1.
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(S9) Eq. (12) represents Skllk as the finite product of S
11
11 , therefore, it has only finitely many
zeros in the physical strip. We checked (S1), hence Skllk is bounded in a neighborhood of an
arbitrary finite interval in R. Again by Eq. (12) and the assumption that S1111 is bounded in
a neighborhood of the point of infinity, Skllk is bounded in a neighborhood of the whole real
line.
Elementary particle. As in Z(N)-Ising model, the elementary particle is υ = 1. All the
properties are easy or have been checked except positivity of the residues.
Let us consider the case with k ≤ ℓ and k + ℓ < N . Then Skℓℓk(ζ) has a simple pole at
ζ = (k+ℓ)πi
N
with residue given by
Res
ζ=
(k+ℓ)πi
N
Skℓℓk (ζ) = Resζ= (k+ℓ)πi
N
SZ(N)
kℓ
ℓk
(ζ) · SCDDkℓℓk
(
i(k + ℓ)π
N
)
,
where SCDD
kℓ
ℓk(ζ) := S
kℓ
ℓk(ζ)/SZ(N)
kℓ
ℓk
(ζ) is analytic at the poles of SZ(N)
kℓ
ℓk
(ζ). (By crossing
symmetry there is another simple pole at ζ = (ℓ−k)πi
N
with residue with opposite sign.)
By (12) we can write
SCDD
kℓ
ℓk(ζ) =
ℓ−1∗∏
m=−(ℓ−1)
k−1∗∏
n=−(k−1)
SCDD
11
11
(
ζ +
iπ(m+ n)
N
)
, (17)
where SCDD
11
11(ζ) = S
11
11(ζ)/SZ(N)
11
11
(ζ). In Sec. 2.2.1 we showed that Res
ζ= (k+ℓ)πi
N
SZ(N)
kℓ
ℓk
(ζ) ∈
iR+. Hence, it only remains to prove that under certain assumptions on S
11
11 , the product (17)
evaluated at ζ = (k+ℓ)πi
N
is real and non-negative. We note that at this value of ζ the argument
of S1111 in Eq. (17) is iλ :=
iπ(k+ℓ+m+n)
N
with 2π
N
≤ λ ≤ 2π(k+ℓ−1)
N
, since −(ℓ− 1) ≤ m ≤ ℓ− 1
and −(k − 1) ≤ n ≤ k − 1. We can write iλ = 2iπp
N
with p ∈ N, 1 ≤ p ≤ N − 1. Indeed,
if k is even/odd then n is odd/even respectively, and if ℓ is even/odd then m is odd/even
respectively, so that the sum k + ℓ + m + n is always an even integer. By assumption,
SCDD
kℓ
ℓk(ζ) is also real and positive. The case k > ℓ follows by (S2) and the case k + ℓ > N
by using (S5).
2.2.3 Affine Toda field theory
Certain concrete models with Lagrangians, called AN−1-affine Toda field theories [BCK
+92],
are believed to be associated with some of the examples of functions S1111 which fulfill the
properties of Section 2.2.2: These theories are conjectured to possess the same particle content
and fusion processes of the Z(N)-Ising model and the scattering of two particles of type 1 is
given by
SAN−1
11
11
(ζ) = SZ(N)
11
11
(ζ)
sinh 1
2
(
ζ − iπ
N
B
)
sinh 1
2
(
ζ − iπ
N
(2− B))
sinh 1
2
(
ζ + iπ
N
B
)
sinh 1
2
(
ζ + iπ
N
(2−B)) , (18)
where 0 ≤ B ≤ 1 is a number related to the coupling constant in the Lagrangian [BK03,
Kor00], and SZ(N)
11
11
is the matrix component of the Z(N)-Ising model we studied in Section
2.2.1. It is just one example of functions pointed out in Section 2.2.2 with a single CDD
factor of the third case where B is real.
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Affine Toda field theories should have quantum-group symmetry and it is also conjectured
that their scaling limit gives rise to a well-known family of conformal field theory [Kor00].
Such a connection would be interesting in the operator-algebraic approach, c.f. [BT13]. We
hope to come back to the whole family of affine Toda field theories and study these aspects
in future publications.
2.2.4 General comments
The properties in Section 2.1 are not completely general. The tensor product of models is
obviously possible, but we excluded this by assuming that there is only one pair of elementary
particles. One can also twist a tensor product by an analytic function as [Tan14]. Yet, we do
not know whether there is any (candidate for) diagonal S-matrix which has more than one
pair of elementary particles and does not fall in these classes.
Furthermore, the requirement that a pair of particles fuses into only one species is also
special. In the sine-Gordon model, more complicated fusion processes occur, yet breather-
breather S-matrices are diagonal. We will come back to this point in a future publication
[CT16b].
2.3 Single-particle space and S-symmetric Fock space
Following partially [LS14, Section 2], we generalize the Hilbert space construction of [Lec08]
to these multi-particle S-matrix models. As we introduced in Section 2.1, the particle species
(charged or uncharged) are labeled by an index α ∈ I and have masses mα > 0. Therefore,
the single particle Hilbert space H1 is the direct sum of all species α:
H1 =
⊕
α∈I
H1,α, H1,α = L2(R, dθ).
An element Ψ1 ∈ H1 can be identified as a K-component vector valued function θ 7→ Ψα1 (θ),
where K = |I|.
On H1, there is a unitary representation of the proper orthochronous Poincare´ group P↑+:
U1 :=
⊕
α∈I
U1,mα , (U1,mα(a, λ)Ψ
α
1 )(θ) := exp (ipmα(θ) · a)Ψα1 (θ − λ),
where the momentum of the particle pmα(θ) is defined as in Section 2.1.
As already explained, the particles may carry a charge, and we denote the conjugate charge
of α by α¯. The corresponding CPT operator acts on H1,α by the antiunitary representation
U1(j) := J1 (where j : x → −x is an element of the proper Poincare´ group),
(J1Ψ1)
α(θ) := Ψα¯1 (θ). (19)
Now that the S-matrix and its properties have been introduced, the Hilbert space of the
theory is constructed in analogy with [LS14]. We have by now considered {Sαβγδ } for α = δ
and β = γ. We extend it to a matrix-valued function by Sαβγδ (θ) = S
αβ
βα(θ)δ
α
δ δ
β
γ . For (almost
every) fixed θ , this is a K2 × K2-matrix and can be identified with an operator on CK2.
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By this construction, the S-matrix S is diagonal in the following sense (c.f. [BT15, Tan14]).
Introducing the R-matrix by Rαβγδ (θ) := S
βα
γδ (θ), it is a diagonal matrix: R
αβ
γδ (θ) = 0 unless
α = γ and β = δ.
For n ∈ N, we consider the tensor products H⊗n1 , and define a representation Dn of the
symmetric group Sn on it, acting as
(Dn(τk)Ψn)
α(θ) = Sαkαk+1αk+1αk (θk+1 − θk)Ψα1···αk+1αk ···αnn (θ1, · · · , θk+1, θk, · · · , θn),
θ := (θ1, . . . , θn),α := (α1 · · ·αn) and τk ∈ Sn is the transposition (k, k+1) 7→ (k+1, k). Since
our S-matrix is diagonal, hence the Yang-Baxter equation is trivial, and since it satisfies the
requirements of [LS14, Definition 2.1(i, ii, iii)], then Dn extends to a unitary representation of
the symmetric group Sn. (Note that the triviality of the Yang-Baxter equation can be more
easily seen with the R-matrix: if Rαβγδ (θ) is diagonal, then R’s acting on different components
commute (see [BT15, Proposition 3.7]) 2.
We are in particular interested in the space of S-symmetric functions in H⊗n1 , namely
functions which are invariant under this action of Sn: those vector for which it holds for any
k that
Ψαn(θ) = S
αkαk+1
αk+1αk
(θk+1 − θk)Ψα1···αk+1αk···αnn (θ1, · · · , θk+1, θk, · · · , θn). (20)
With these functions we can define the Hilbert space H of the theory, first by defining the
n-particle Hilbert space Hn as the subspace of S-symmetric functions in H⊗n1 , and then
by considering H := ⊕∞n=0Hn with H0 = CΩ. We introduce the orthogonal projection
Pn :=
1
n!
∑
σ∈Sn
Dn(σ) thus we can write Hn = PnH⊗n1 , and we denote with D the dense
subspace of H of vectors with finite particle number. The elements of H are sequences
Ψ = (Ψ0,Ψ1, . . .), where Ψn ∈ PnH⊗n1 such that ‖Ψ‖2 :=
∑∞
n=0 ‖Ψn‖2 <∞.
Now we discuss Poincare´ symmetries on H. The representation U1 of the Poincare´ group
P↑+ can be promoted to H by the second quantization, which acts as
(U(a, λ)Ψ)αn(θ) := exp
(
i
n∑
l=1
pαl(θl) · a
)
Ψαn(θ − λ),
where λ = (λ, . . . , λ) and pαl(θ) = (mαl cosh θ,mαl sinh θ). Additionally, the CPT operator
extends to H by
(JΨ)αn(θ) := Ψ
α¯n...α¯1
n (θn, . . . , θ1).
OnH1, J indeed reduces to (19). It was shown in [LS14, Lemma 2.3] that U(a, λ) and J leave
the space of S-symmetric functions PnHn invariant: the proof does not use the analyticity
of S, hence carries over to our cases.
We will deal with one-particle wave functions g ∈⊕α∈I S (R2) with several components
gα ∈ S (R2) and we will adopt the following convention [LS14]:
g±α (θ) :=
1
2π
∫
d2x gα(x)e
±ipα(θ)·x.
2R-matrices should not be confused with the residues Rαβ of S
βα
αβ . We do not use R-matrices in the rest
of the paper.
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If gα is supported in WR, then g
+
α (θ) has a bounded analytic continuation in R + i(−π, 0)
and |g+α (θ + iλ)| decays rapidly as θ → ±∞ in the strip for λ ∈ (−π, 0). Furthermore, the
CPT operator j acts naturally on multi-components test functions as (gj)α(x) := gα¯(−x),
and it holds that ((gj)
±)α(ζ) = g
±
α¯ (ζ¯). Moreover, we recall (g
∗)α(x) := gα¯(x) and say that g
is real if g = g∗ (as [LS14, Proposition 3.1], which is a generalization of real-valuedness in
the scalar case [CT15]). If g is real, then g±α¯ (ζ) = g
∓
α (ζ).
There is a natural action of the proper Poincare´ group on R2 and on the space of test func-
tions, denoted by g(a,λ) (while the space-time reflection acts by g 7→ gj), and it is compatible
with the action on the one-particle space:
(g(a,λ))
±
α = U1(a, λ)g
±
α , (gj)
±
α = J1g
±
α .
Creation and annihilation operators
Similarly to [LS14], creators and annihilators z†α(θ), zα(θ) are introduced in the S-symmetric
Fock space H. Their actions on vectors Ψ = (Ψn) ∈ D are given by, for ϕ ∈ H1,
(z(ϕ)Ψ)αn(θ) =
√
n + 1
∑
ν
∫
dθ′ϕν(θ′)Ψναn+1(θ
′, θ), (21)
z†(ϕ) = (z(ϕ))∗ (22)
(see [LS14, Proposition 2.4]) and they formally fulfill the following Zamolodchikov-Faddeev
algebraic relations:
z†α(θ)z
†
β(θ
′) = Sβααβ (θ − θ′)z†β(θ′)z†α(θ),
zα(θ)zβ(θ
′) = Sβααβ (θ − θ′)zβ(θ′)zα(θ),
zα(θ)z
†
β(θ
′) = Sαββα(θ
′ − θ)z†β(θ′)zα(θ) + δαβδ(θ − θ′)1H.
Recall that they are defined on D and bounded on each n-particle space Hn.
They can alternatively be defined in terms of the corresponding unsymmetrized creators
and annihilators a(f), a†(f), f ∈ H1, by setting z#(f) := Pa#(f)P , where P :=
⊕∞
n=0 Pn
is the orthogonal projection from the unsymmetrized Fock space to the S-symmetric Fock
space H [LS14, (2.23–26)] and # stands for either † or nothing (either creator or annihilator).
Wedge-local fields for analytic S-matrices
For the class of two-particle S-matrices S(ζ) with components which are analytic in the
physical strip ζ ∈ R + i(0, π), local observables associated with wedge-regions, say with the
standard left wedge WL, can be constructed [LS14], following an argument due to Schroer
[Sch97]. Specifically, let f ∈ ⊕α∈I S (R2), Lechner and Schu¨tzenhofer defined a multi-
component quantum field φ by
φ(f) := z†(f+) + z(J1f
−)(
=
∑
α
∫
dθ
(
f+α (θ)z
†
α(θ) + (J1f
−)α(θ)zα(θ)
))
.
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We note that this reduces to the free field if Sαββα(θ) = 1 (which however violates (S8) and
therefore it is not in the class of scattering functions considered here). The field φ shares many
properties with the free field as shown by Lechner and Schu¨tzenhofer in [LS14, Proposition
3.1] In particular, it is defined on the subspace D of H of vectors with finite particle number
and it is essentially self-adjoint on D for test functions f with the property that f = f ∗ (we
denote its closure by the same symbol φ(f)). It satisfies the Reeh-Schlieder property and
transforms covariantly under the representation U(x, λ) of the proper orthochronous Poincare´
group. The only exception is the property of locality. The field φ(x) is not localized at the
space-time point x in the usual sense, but rather in an infinitely extended wedge with tip at
x, WL+ x. To make this more precise, one introduces the reflected creators and annihilators
[LS14], as
z′α(θ) := Jzα¯(θ)J, z
′†
α (θ) := Jz
†
α¯(θ)J
and defines a new field φ′ as, f ∈ S (R2),
φ′(f) := Jφ(fj)J = z
′†(f+) + z′(J1f
−).
It has been shown in [LS14, Theorem 3.2] that the two fields φ, φ′ are relatively wedge-local,
in the sense that the commutator [eiφ(f), eiφ
′(g)] is zero for any test functions f, g with the
property that f = f ∗ and g = g∗, and with supp f ⊂ WL, supp g ⊂ WR. Hence, we can
interpret φ, φ′ as observables measurable in the wedges WL,WR, respectively. This result
can be obtained by computing the commutators of z# with z′# as shown in [LS14, Theorem
3.2] and by shifting a certain integral contour which critically uses the analyticity of the
two-particle S-matrix S(θ) in the physical strip θ ∈ R+ i(0, π).
It should be remarked [LS14, Theorem 3.2] that also the properties of the test functions
f, g play an important role in the proof of wedge-locality. More specifically, the proof uses
the fact that if supp fα ⊂WL then its Fourier transform f+α is analytic, bounded in R+i(0, π)
and |f+α (θ + iλ)| decays rapidly as θ → ±∞ for λ ∈ (0, π). Moreover, f+α (θ + iπ) = f−α (θ)
holds always, and if f satisfies the reality condition f = f ∗, we have in addition f+α¯ (θ) =
f−α (θ) = f
+
α (θ + iπ) (similar remarks apply to g as well).
If the S-matrix is scalar without poles and satisfies a certain regularity condition, then
Lechner proved [Lec08] that one can construct Haag-Kastler nets, in which the local algebras
are nontrivial at least for double cones larger than a certain minimal size [Ala14], by showing
the so-called modular nuclearity condition [BL04]. Some progress has been made for models
with matrix-valued S-matrices without poles in the physical strip, and a proof of modular
nuclearity appears to be available for diagonal subcases [Ala14]. Our goal is also to construct
Haag-Kastler nets for S-matrices with poles, yet in the present paper we will not investigate
this strict locality and concentrate on wedge-local aspects.
For the class of two-particle S-matrices S(θ) with components which are not analytic in
the physical strip θ ∈ R+ i(0, π), the fields φ(f), φ′(g) fail to be wedge-local (as seen already
in the scalar case [CT15]), therefore, some modifications are necessary, as we will see in
Section 3.
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3 The bound state operator
We are going to define a generalization of the operator χ(f) of [CT15]. Its mathematical
structure is parallel to that in the case with scalar S-matrix, yet this time the name “bound
state operator” fits better, as it clearly corresponds to the fusion table of the model.
3.1 Construction
Let f be a multi-component test function whose components are supported in WL. Hardy
spaces on strip appear as a very important ingredient (see also [Tan15]):
H2(λ1, λ2) = {ξ : ξ is analytic on R+ i(λ1, λ2), ‖ξ(·+ iλ)‖L2(R,dθ) ≤ Cξ, λ ∈ (λ1, λ2)}.
An element ξ ∈ H2(λ1, λ2) has an L2-boundary value at λ = λ1, λ2 and we can consider
H2(λ1, λ2) as a subspace of L
2(R) by choosing one of the boundaries.
Now we introduce an unbounded operator χ(f) on the S-symmetric Fock space H. Let
us denote its component on Hn by χn(f). Firstly, χ0(f) annihilates the vacuum Ω.
Let us first assume that f has only one non-zero component fα with index α, and moreover
it has support in the left wedge WL. The action χ1,α(f) on H1 is then given as follows:
Dom(χ1,α(f)) :=
⊕
β
{
H2(−θ(βα), 0) if (αβ) fuse into some γ
L2(R) otherwise
(23)
(χ1,α(f)ξ)
γ(θ) :=
{ −iηγαβf+α (θ + iθ(αβ))ξβ(θ − iθ(βα)) if (αβ) fuse into γ
0 otherwise
(24)
where ηγαβ := i
√
2π|Rγαβ|, Rγαβ is given in (S7). If α = υ is an elementary particle, then it
follows from Section 2.1 that |Rγαβ | = −iRγαβ (actually this holds for any index α in examples
of Section 2.2, yet we will use only those associated with elementary particles). Note that
Rγαβ = 0 by definition if (αβ)→ γ is not a fusion process. Furthermore, since f has support
in WL, f
+
α (θ + iθ(αβ)) is bounded (actually rapidly decreasing), and therefore χ1,α(f)ξ is L
2.
If f has more than one non-zero components, we extend it by linearity: χ1(f) =
∑
α χ1,α(fα)
on the natural domain (the intersection over α).
If (αβ)→ γ is not a fusion process, the expression ξβ(θ−iθ(βα)) does not make sense as ξβ
does not necessarily have an analytic continuation, yet in such a case ηγαβ = 0 by definition,
hence
(χ1(f)ξ)γ(θ) = −
∑
αβ
iηγαβf
+
α (θ + iθ(αβ))ξβ(θ − iθ(βα)) (25)
holds in a formal sense. We make use of this formula when the domain question does not
pose a serious problem.
We can interpret this one-particle action (24) as the situation where the state of one
elementary particle ξβ is fused with f+α into a particle of type γ. For this reason (which is
clearer than the scalar case), we will call this operator the “bound state operator”.
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Then, we define:
χn(f) := nPn(χ1(f)⊗ 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1)Pn, (26)
χ(f) =
∞⊕
n=0
χn(f).
As χ(f) is the direct sum of χn(f), we define its domain to be the algebraic direct sum:
Dom(χ(f)) :=
⊕(finite)
n=0 Dom(χn(f)), which is a subspace of D. As in [CT15], when a product
AB of possibly unbounded operators A,B appears, its domain is naturally understood as
{ξ ∈ Dom(B) : Bξ ∈ Dom(A)}.
Now, let g be a test function supported in the right wedge WR, we introduce the reflected
bound state operator χ′(g): again, for g with only one non-zero component gα we define
Dom(χ′1,α(g)) :=
⊕
β
{
H2(0, θ(βα)) if (αβ) fuse into some γ
L2(R) otherwise
(χ′1,α(g)ξ)
γ(θ) :=
{ −iηγαβg+α (θ − iθ(αβ)) ξβ (θ + iθ(βα)) if (αβ) fuse into γ
0 otherwise
and χ′1(g) =
∑
α χ
′
1,α(gα) for a general vector-valued test function g = (gα). Its component
on Hn is given by
χ′n(g) := nPn(1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1⊗ χ′1(g))Pn
and we define χ′(g) =
⊕
n χ
′
n(g).
This operator is related to χ by the CPT operator J :
χ′(g) = Jχ(gj)J. (27)
Indeed, let us consider the one-particle components of this expression above. We know that
J1 acts as complex conjugation composed with charge conjugation, and as such, it takes an
analytic function in the lower strip to an analytic function in the upper strip with an exchange
in components α ↔ α¯. Because of the expression Jχ(gj)J in terms of J and since gj has
also charge-conjugated components, we then have that the domains of χ′(g) and of Jχ(gj)J
coincide. One can also show that the operators do coincide by computing their actions on
vectors and noting that (αβ)→ γ is a fusion process if and only if (α¯β¯)→ γ¯ is also a fusion
by assumption (see Section 2.1, fusion table).
3.2 An alternative expression for (26)
We have alternative expressions for χ(f) and χ′(g) corresponding to the scalar case [CT15,
Section 3.2].
Let τj ∈ Sn, 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, be the transposition which exchanges j and j + 1, and let
ρk = τk−1 · · · τ1 be the cyclic permutation
ρk : (1, 2, · · · , n) 7→ (k, 1, 2, · · · , k − 1, k + 1, · · · , n).
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ρ1 is the unit element of Sn by convention. With this notation, since any permutation
σ ∈ Sn is a bijection of {1, · · · , n} onto itself, it can be written as the product ρσ(1)σ with a
permutation σ of n− 1 numbers (2, 3, · · · , n).
By the definition of σ, the operators χ1(f)⊗1⊗· · ·⊗1 and Dn(σ) commutes. Moreover,
one has that Dn(σ)Pn = Pn since Pn =
1
n!
∑
σ∈Sn
Dn(σ). As in [CT15], we can rewrite the
formula for χn(f) as follows:
χn(f) = nPn(χ1(f)⊗ 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1)Pn
=
1
(n− 1)!
∑
σ∈Sn
Dn(ρσ(1))Dn(σ)(χ1(f)⊗ 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1)Pn
=
1
(n− 1)!
∑
σ∈Sn
Dn(ρσ(1))(χ1(f)⊗ 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1)Pn
=
∑
1≤k≤n
Dn(ρk)(χ1(f)⊗ 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1)Pn.
We consider a vector Ψn that is S-symmetric, i.e. Ψn = PnΨn, and in the domain of
χ1(f)⊗ 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1. We assume that f has non-zero component fα. Then, the components
of Ψn have a meromorphic continuation (due to the presence of S factors) in variable θℓ for
which (αβl) is a fusion. If (αβ1) is a fusion, then it holds that
Ψβn
(
θ1 − iθ(β1α), θ2, · · · , θn
)
=
∏
2≤j≤k
S
β1βj
βjβ1
(
θj − θ1 + iθ(β1α)
)
Ψβ2...βkβ1βk+1...βnn
(
θ2, · · · , θk, θ1 − iθ(β1α), θk+1, · · · , θn
)
. (28)
Using this fact, and by recalling that ηγαβ 6= 0 only if (αβ) → γ is a fusion process, we can
compute each term Dn(ρk)(χ1(f)⊗1⊗· · ·⊗1)Pn in the expression of χn(f) above, for k ≥ 2
(the case k = 1 is trivial by definition of ρk), as follows :
(Dn(ρk)(χ1(f)⊗ 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1)Ψn)γ1...γn(θ1 · · · θn)
=
∏
1≤j≤k−1
Sγjγkγkγj (θk − θj)
× ((χ1(f)⊗ 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1)Ψn)γkγ1...γk−1γk+1...γn(θk, θ1, · · · , θk−1, θk+1, · · · , θn)
= −
∑
βk∈I
iηγkαβk
∏
1≤j≤k−1
Sγjγkγkγj (θk − θj)f+α
(
θk + iθ(αβk)
)
×Ψβkγ1...γk−1γk+1...γnn
(
θk − iθ(βkα), θ1, · · · , θk−1, θk+1, · · · θn
)
= −
∑
βk∈I
iηγkαβk
∏
1≤j≤k−1
Sγjγkγkγj (θk − θj)S
βkγj
γjβk
(
θj − θk + iθ(βkα)
)
f+α
(
θk + iθ(αβk)
)
×Ψγ1...γk−1βkγk+1...γnn
(
θ1, · · · , θk−1, θk − iθ(βkα), θk+1, · · · θn
)
= −
∑
βk∈I
iηγkαβk
∏
1≤j≤k−1
Sγjααγj
(
θk − θj + iθ(αβk)
)
f+α
(
θk + iθ(αβk)
)
×Ψγ1...γk−1βkγk+1...γnn
(
θ1, · · · , θk−1, θk − iθ(βkα), θk+1, · · · θn
)
,
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where in the second equality we used the fact that ηγαβ = 0 unless (αβ)→ γ and we simplified
expression (25) (namely, those terms with βk for which (αβk) is not a fusion should be simply
ignored), in the third equality we reordered the variables, and in the last equality we used
the bootstrap equation, parity symmetry and hermitian analyticity.
Note that the S-factors appearing in the above expression have poles, therefore Ψn must
have zeros at the location of these poles, so that the whole expression remains L2. This is the
meaning of Ψn being in the domain of χn(f) (for details of this domain see Proposition 3.1.)
Similarly to χ(f), also χ′(g) can be written in the form:
χ′n(g) =
∑
1≤k≤n
Dn(ρ
′
k)(1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1⊗ χ′1(g))Pn,
where ρ′k = τn−k+1τn−k+2 · · · τn−1 are the cyclic permutations
ρ′k : (1, · · · , n− 1, n) 7−→ (1, · · ·n− k, n− k + 2, · · · , n− 1, n, n− k + 1)
and, for k ≥ 2,
(Dn(ρ
′
k)(1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1⊗ χ′1(g))Ψn)γ1...γn(θ1 · · · θn)
= −
∑
βn−k+1∈I
iη
γn−k+1
αβn−k+1
∏
n−k+2≤j≤n
Sαγjγjα
(
θj − θn−k+1 + iθ(αβn−k+1)
)
g+α
(
θn−k+1 − iθ(αβn−k+1)
)
× (Ψn)γ1...γn−kβn−k+1γn−k+2...γn
(
θ1, · · · , θn−k, θn−k+1 + iθ(βn−k+1 α), θn−k+2, · · · θn
)
. (29)
This is valid for k ≥ 1 (the case k = 1 is trivial by definition of ρ′k.)
3.3 Some properties
We show here some properties of χ(f) which are naturally expected and necessary for the
further developments. Note that since χ′(g) has a construction similar to χ(f), they share
these properties, so that it is enough to show them for χ(f).
Proposition 3.1. For a vector-valued test function f supported in WL and with the property
that f ∗ = f , the operator χ(f) is densely defined and symmetric.
Proof. We first consider the operator χ1(f), where f has only non-zero components with
indices α and α¯. The general case follows, as χ1(f) is a linear combination of such operators,
yet the domain is always dense.
We can write (χ1,α(fα)ξ)
γ =
∑
β η
γ
αβMfα(·+iθ(αβ))∆
θ(βα)/2π
1 ξ
β (recall our simplified notation
(25)), where Mfα(·+iθ(αβ)) is the multiplication operator by f
+
α (θ+ iθ(αβ)) and ∆1 implements
the analytic continuation
(
∆
θ(βα)/2π
1 ξ
β
)
(θ) = ξβ(θ − iθ(βα)).
As ∆it1 implements the real shift (∆
it
1 ξ)(θ) = ξ(θ + 2πt), ∆1 is a positive self-adjoint
operator which is unitarily equivalent to the multiplication operator by an exponential func-
tion through Fourier transform. Hence, its domain is dense in the Hilbert space. More-
over, as Mfα(·+iθ(αβ)) is bounded, then χ1,α(fα) has a dense domain. The linear combination
χ1,α(fα)+χ1,α¯(fα¯) is also densely defined as the intersection of Dom(∆
ǫ
1), ǫ > 0, is still dense.
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To prove that χ1(f) is symmetric, we take two vectors ξ, ψ ∈ Dom(χ1(f)) whose compo-
nents have compact inverse Fourier transforms. By the same argument as [CT15, Proposition
3.1], such vectors form a core for χ1(f).
Hence, it is enough to show that χ1(f) is symmetric on a core, then it is symmetric on
the whole domain. For ξ, ψ as above, we compute
〈ψ, χ1,α(f)ξ〉 =
∑
βγ
√
2π|Rγαβ|
∫
dθ ψγ(θ)f
+
α (θ + iθ(αβ))ξ
β(θ − iθ(βα))
=
∑
βγ
√
2π|Rγαβ|
∫
dθ ψγ(θ − iθ(βα))f+α (θ + iθαβ)ξβ(θ)
=
∑
βγ
√
2π|Rγαβ|
∫
dθ ψγ(θ − iθ(βα))f+α¯ (θ + iπ − iθαβ)ξβ(θ)
=
∑
βγ
√
2π|Rβα¯γ|
∫
dθ ψγ(θ − iθ(γα¯))f+α¯ (θ + iθ(α¯γ))ξβ(θ)
= 〈χ1,α¯(fα¯)ψ, ξ〉, (30)
where we used the Cauchy theorem in the second equality: we can perform such shift of the
integral contour since the integrand is analytic, bounded and rapidly decreasing in the strip
R+ i(0, π). In particular, ξ, ψ are the Fourier transforms of compactly supported functions,
therefore they are rapidly decreasing, while f+ is analytic and bounded in R + i(0, π) since
supp f ⊂ WL, and finally, we recall that ψγ(ζ) is analytic in ζ . We also used that f+α (ζ) =
f−α¯ (ζ) = f+α (ζ + iπ) in the third equality, and the properties of the residues and of the angles
in (P2) and (P4) in the fourth equality. By linearity in f , it follows that χ1(f) is densely
defined and symmetric.
Now we need to show that the same holds for χn(f). We start by showing that the domain
of χn(f) is dense in Hn. Hence, we need to see that Pn(χ1(f) ⊗ 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1)Pn is densely
defined. Since Pn is bounded, it suffices to show that (χ1(f)⊗1⊗· · ·⊗1)Pn is densely defined.
The range of Pn is the set of S-symmetric vectors, and the domain of χ1,α(fα)⊗ 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1
is the vectors which have an L2-bounded analytic continuation to −iθ(βα) in the first variable
with the β-component such that the fusion (αβ) exists.
For an arbitrary set {ξ1, · · · ξn} of n vectors in Dom(χ1(f)), Pn(ξ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ξn) is a S-
symmetric vector, but have poles which come from the S-factors. Since each ξk is in
Dom(χ1(f)), linear combinations of the above vectors form a dense subspace ofHn = PnH⊗n.
In order to compensate these poles, we can multiply the vector (n−2)! times by an extra
factor Cn(θ), which is given as
Cn(θ) :=
∏
1≤k<j≤n
∏
p
(θj − θk − iλp)(θk − θj − iλp)
(θj − θk − iλ′p)(θk − θj − iλ′p)
,
where the second product runs over all poles {iλp} of all components of S including multi-
plicity in the physical strip R+ i(0, π) (which is a finite set) and {iλ′p} are complex numbers
in the lower strip R+ i(−π, 0).
This function is symmetric on C, it is bounded in the physical strip and invertible on
the real line. Therefore, the multiplication operator MCn by Cn on all the components at
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the same time preserves the S-symmetry of the vector, moreover it is still L2 (because of
the multiplication with a bounded function), and hence in Hn, and the invertibility of MCn
guarantees that this operator maps a dense subspace into another dense subspace.
After multiplication with Cn(θ), the vector is now analytic in the first (actually any)
variable to iθ(βα) and S-symmetric, and therefore, it is in the domain of (χ1(f)⊗1⊗· · ·⊗1)Pn.
This proves that linear combinations of vectors of the form (MCnPn(ξ1⊗· · ·⊗ξn))(θ1, · · · , θn)
form a dense domain for (χ1(f)⊗ 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1)Pn.
To prove that Pn(χ1(f) ⊗ 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1)Pn is symmetric, we consider two n-particle S-
symmetric vectors Ψn,Φn in the domain of χn(f), and show that 〈AΨn,Φn〉 = 〈Ψn, AΦn〉,
where A is the linear operator above. Since Ψn,Φn are already S-symmetric, we only need
to show that 〈(χ1(f)⊗ 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1)Ψn,Φn〉 = 〈Ψn, (χ1(f)⊗ 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1)Φn〉, but this follows
immediately from the computation in Eq. (30) in the case of χ1(f).
Finally, the operator χ(f) is the direct sum of the χn(f), and its domain is defined as
the finite algebraic direct sum of Dom(χn(f)). Then, one can show that if χn(f) is densely
defined and symmetric, the same holds for χ(f).
We want to check now that χ(f) is covariant with respect to the action U of the Poincare´
group on H that we introduced in Section 2.
Proposition 3.2. Let f be a test function supported inWL and (a, λ) ∈ P↑+ such that a ∈ WL.
Then it holds that AdU(a, λ)(χ(f)) ⊂ χ(f(a,λ)).
Proof. The proof of covariance is almost parallel to the scalar case [CT15, Proposition 3.2]
except for translations, hence we will be brief. The proof can be restricted to the n-particle
components. As Pn commutes with U(a, λ) and χn(f) = Pn(χ1(f) ⊗ 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1)Pn, it is
enough to show the covariance of χ1(f). The boost can be treated exactly as in the scalar
case.
A pure translation, U1(a, 0) with a ∈ WL, requires the structure of fusion angles. By
construction we have (U1(a, 0)f
+)α(θ) = e
ia·pα(θ)f+α (θ) = (f(a,0))
+
α (θ). Hence U1(a, 0)
∗ acts
by multiplying with an exponential factor e−ia·p(θ) and this factor has a bounded analytic
continuation in R + i(−π, 0) for a ∈ WL, then Dom(χ1(f)) = Dom(χ1(f(a,0))). Let ξ ∈
Dom(χ1(f)), one checks that χ(f) is also covariant with respect to translations with the
following computation (recalling always the simplified notation (25)):
(U1(a, 0)χ1(f)U1(a, 0)
∗ξ)γ(θ)
= eia·pγ(θ)(χ1(f)U1(a, 0)
∗ξ)γ(θ)
=
∑
αβ
√
2π|Rγαβ|eia·pγ(θ)f+α
(
θ + iθ(αβ)
) · (U1(a, 0)∗ξ)β (θ − iθ(βα))
=
∑
αβ
√
2π|Rγαβ|eia·pγ(θ)f+α
(
θ + iθ(αβ)
) · e−ia·pβ(θ−iθ(βα))ξβ (θ − iθ(βα)) .
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By Eq. (1) we have pγ(θ)− pβ
(
θ − iθ(βα)
)
= pα
(
θ + iθ(αβ)
)
, hence
(U1(a, 0)χ1(f)U1(a, 0)
∗ξ)γ(θ)
=
∑
αβ
√
2π|Rγαβ|eia·(pγ(θ)−pβ(θ−iθ(βα)))f+α
(
θ + iθ(αβ)
) · ξβ (θ − iθ(βα))
=
∑
αβ
√
2π|Rγαβ|eia·pα(θ+iθ(αβ))f+α
(
θ + iθ(αβ)
) · ξβ (θ − iθ(βα))
= (χ1(f(a,0))ξ)
γ(θ).
Formal expression
As in the scalar case [CT15, Section 3.2], we can formally write down χ(f) in terms of z†
and z as
χ(f) =
∑
αβγ
√
2π|Rγαβ |
∫
dθ f+α
(
θ + iθ(αβ)
)
z†γ(θ)zβ
(
θ − iθ(βα)
)
,
χ′(g) =
∑
αβγ
√
2π|Rγαβ |
∫
dθ g+α
(
θ − iθ(αβ)
)
z′†γ (θ)z
′
β
(
θ + iθ(βα)
)
.
Although these expressions look quite simple and attractive, we will not make use of it
later in proofs, as we do not have control on their operator domain. We also omit a formal
justification of these expressions, as it is parallel to that of the scalar case, one should only
note again that Rγαβ = 0 if (αβ)→ γ is not a fusion process.
4 The wedge-local fields
Similarly to [CT15], we introduce a field
φ˜(f) = φ(f) + χ(f).
Since the domain of χ(f) contains vectors with finite particle number and with certain ana-
lyticity and boundedness properties (see the beginning of Sec. 3), its domain is included in
the domain of φ(f), and therefore Dom(φ˜(f)) = Dom(χ(f)).
We also introduce the reflected field
φ˜′(g) := φ′(g) + χ′(g) = Jφ˜(gj)J.
Proposition 4.1. Let f be a test function with support in WL and such that f
∗ = f , then
φ˜(f) fulfills the following properties (similar results also holds for the reflected field φ˜′(g)):
(1) φ˜(f) is symmetric.
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(2) Let f be a test function with components fα = 0 for all α ∈ I except for some α0 ∈ I,
then φ˜ is a solution of the Klein-Gordon equation with mass mα0,
φ˜((+m2α0)f) = 0.
(3) φ˜(f) transforms covariantly under U , that is, if f is supported in WL and for (a, λ) ∈ P↑+
with a ∈ WL, we have U(g)φ˜(f)U(g)∗ ⊂ φ˜(f(a,λ)).
Proof. (1) In Proposition 3.1 we showed that the operator χ(f) is symmetric, and we have
from [LS14, Proposition 3.1] that φ(f) is also symmetric. Therefore, the sum φ˜(f) = φ(f) +
χ(f) is symmetric.
(2) As mentioned in the statement of this proposition, φ˜ is a solution of the Klein-Gordon
equation if, for a test function f with components fα = 0 for all α ∈ I except for some α0 ∈ I,
one has φ˜((+m2α0)f) = 0. From [LS14, P.14] we know that φ((+m
2
α0
)f) = 0; on the other
hand, χ(( + m2α0)f) acts by multiplication with (( + m
2
α0)f)
+ and (( + m2α0)f)
+ = 0.
So, the Klein-Gordon equation is indeed fulfilled.
(3) In Proposition 3.2 we showed that χ(f) is covariant with respect to translations and
boosts, and from [LS14, Proposition 3.1] we also know that φ(f) transforms covariantly
under the proper orthochronous Poincare´ group. Therefore, the sum χ(f) = φ(f) + χ(f) is
covariant.
As in the scalar case [CT15], the operator φ˜(f) has subtle domain properties, in particular
after applying this operator to a vector (not the vacuum) in its domain, the φ(f) component
generates a vector which by S-symmetry has further poles corresponding to those of S, and
therefore lies outside the domain of φ˜′(g). Along with these subtleties, also the question
whether the operator φ˜(f) is self-adjoint or whether it admits self-adjoint extensions is still
open.
Weak commutativity
Because of the subtle domain property of φ˜(f) mentioned above, we cannot form products
of the type φ˜(f)φ˜′(g) or φ˜′(g)φ˜(f), and compute the commutator [φ˜(f), φ˜′(g)]. We will need
to evaluate the commutator on arbitrary vectors Φ,Ψ from a suitable space (see below), and
show 〈φ˜(f)Φ, φ˜′(g)Ψ〉 = 〈φ˜′(g)Φ, φ˜(f)Ψ〉 for real f, g; that is, we will show a weak form of
commutativity on a domain for f and g associated with the elementary particle υ and its
conjugate υ¯.
For the scalar case, we conjectured that one can take simply Dom(φ˜(f)) ∩ Dom(φ˜′(g)).
In such a case, there is a hope to show that φ˜(g) and φ˜′(g) strongly commute using the
argument of [DF77] (see [Tan15, Tan16]). In the diagonal case, the domain on which we can
show the weak commutativity is strictly smaller than the simple intersection, which poses a
subtler problem. Fortunately, for models with two species of particles such as the Z(3)-Ising
model and the A2-affine Toda theory, we can choose Dom(φ˜(f))∩Dom(φ˜′(g)) with the same
conjecture as that in [CT15, Section 3.3].
Let us start with studying some properties of vectors in Dom(φ˜(f))∩Dom(φ˜′(g)). Recall
that we take f and g whose only nonzero components correspond to υ, υ¯. If Ψ ∈ Dom(φ˜(f))∩
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Dom(φ˜′(g)), then all of its n-particle components Ψαn have meromorphic continuations in the
first variable θ1 to θ1 ± iθ(αυ), as any index α can be fused either with υ or υ¯. Then, due
to S-symmetry, it has a meromorphic continuation in any variable with possible poles at
the poles of S. Moreover, for components Ψαn with coinciding indices αj = αk =: β, we can
exploit (S8), Sββββ (0) = −1, as we did in [CT15]: we have
Ψα1···β···β···αnn (θ1, · · · , θj , · · · , θk, · · · , θn)
= Ψα1···αj ···αk···αnn (θ1, · · · , θj, · · · , θk, · · · , θn)
=
( k−1∏
ℓ=j+1
Sβαℓαℓβ (θℓ − θj)
)
Sββββ (θk − θj)
( k−1∏
ℓ′=j+1
S
αℓ′β
βαℓ′
(θk − θℓ′)
)
×Ψα1···αk···αj ···αnn (θ1, · · · , θk, · · · , θj , · · · , θn)
=
( k−1∏
ℓ=j+1
Sβαℓαℓβ (θℓ − θj)S
αℓβ
βαℓ
(θk − θℓ)
)
Sββββ (θk − θj)
×Ψα1···β···β···αnn (θ1, · · · , θk, · · · , θj, · · · , θn)
and therefore Ψαn has a zero at θj − θk = 0. Note that for θj − θk = 0, only the factor
Sββββ (θk − θj) remains in the above expression, while the other S-factors cancel due to (S3).
However, we cannot infer the existence of zeros for other components and variables.
We will consider vectors from the following space:
D0 :=
Ψ ∈ D :
Ψαn is analytic in R
n + i[−θ(βυ), θ(βυ)]n,
Ψαn(θ + iλ) ∈ L2(Rn) for λ ∈ [−θ(βυ), θ(βυ)]n,
and has a zero at θi − θj = 0 for all i, j
 , (31)
where θ(βυ) does not depend on β, hence it is determined by the model. Note that D0 ⊂
Dom(φ˜(f)) ∩ Dom(φ˜′(g)).
The reason why we need zeros on the real plane is that in the computation of the weak
commutator the poles of the S-factors at θi − θj = 0 appear from the shifting of integral
contours in expressions such as below∏
1≤j,k≤n
Sαββα (θj − θk + iθαβ) (Ψn)γ1...γn(θ1, · · · , θn)
and they must be canceled by the zeros of Ψn. If we take Ψn which has a zero at θj − θk = 0
which compensates the pole of S, one can prove that the expression above remains L2 on the
real line by (S9) [Tan16, Proposition E.7].
Using a similar argument as in the proof of Proposition 3.1, one can show that D0 is dense
in H. Namely, we can take the domain of Prop. 3.1 and multiply each component further by∏
1≤j<k≤n
(θj − θk)2
(θj − θk + iλ)(θk − θj + iλ) ,
where |λ| > θ(βυ), which yields a bounded S-symmetry-preserving operator with a dense
range, hence its image of the domain of Proposition 3.1 is again dense in each Hn.
For vectors Ψ,Φ ∈ D0, we can now prove the following theorem, which is our main result.
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Theorem 4.2. Let f and g be test functions supported in WL and WR, respectively, and with
the property that f = f ∗ and g = g∗. Furthermore, assume that f, g have components fα = 0
and gα = 0 for all α ∈ I except the indices υ, υ¯ corresponding to the elementary particles.
Then, for each Φ,Ψ in D0, we have
〈φ˜(f)Φ, φ˜′(g)Ψ〉 = 〈φ˜′(g)Φ, φ˜(f)Ψ〉.
Proof. We should keep in mind that we are assuming that the vectors Φ and Ψ are already
S-symmetric. Furthermore, we recall:
φ˜(f) = φ(f) + χ(f) = z†(f+) + χ(f) + z(J1f
−),
φ˜′(g) = φ′(g) + χ′(g) = z′†(g+) + χ′(g) + z′(J1g
−).
Therefore, the (weak) commutator [φ˜(f), φ˜′(g)] expands into several terms that we will com-
pute individually.
The commutator [χ(f), z′(J1g
−)]
We can compute this commutator in the strong form, as there arises no problem of domains
(c.f. [CT15, Theorem 3.4]).
We recall the action of z′ for all ϕ ∈ H1,
(z′(J1ϕ)Ψ)
γ
n (θ) = (Jz(J1ϕ)JΨ)
γ
n (θ)
= (z(J1ϕ)JΨ)
γ¯n...γ¯1
n (θn, . . . , θ1)
=
√
n + 1
∑
β
∫
dθ′ ϕβ¯(θ′)(JΨ)βγ¯n...γ¯1n+1 (θ
′, θn, . . . , θ1)
=
√
n + 1
∑
β
∫
dθ′ ϕβ¯(θ′)Ψγβ¯n+1(θ, θ
′)
=
√
n + 1
∑
β
∫
dθ′ ϕβ(θ′)Ψγβn+1(θ, θ
′),
where we used the antilinearity of z in the third equality and we renamed β¯ into β in the
last equality.
Hence, using the alternative expression of χ(f) in Section 3.2 we compute
(χ(f)z′(J1g
−)Ψn)
γ1...γn−1(θ1, · · · , θn−1)
= −
n−1∑
k=1
∑
ακk
iηγkακkf
+
α (θk + iθ(ακk))(Jz(J1g
−)JΨn)
γ1...κk...γn−1(θ1, . . . , θk − iθ(κkα), . . . , θn−1)
×
(
k−1∏
j=1
Sγjααγj (θk − θj + iθ(ακk))
)
= −√n
n−1∑
k=1
∑
ακkβ
iηγkακkf
+
α (θk + iθ(ακk))
×
∫
dθ′ g−
β¯
(θ′)(Ψn)
γ1...κk...γn−1β(θ1 . . . θk − iθ(κkα) . . . θn−1, θ′)
(
k−1∏
j=1
Sγjααγj (θk − θj + iθ(ακk))
)
.
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Similarly, the second term in the commutator gives
(z′(J1g
−)χ(f)Ψn)
γ1...γn−1(θ1, · · · , θn−1)
=
√
n
∑
β
∫
dθ′ g−
β¯
(θ′)(χ(f)Ψn)
γ1...γn−1β(θ1, . . . , θn−1, θ
′)
= −√n
n−1∑
k=1
∑
ακkβ
iηγkακkf
+
α (θk + iθ(ακk))
×
∫
dθ′ g−
β¯
(θ′)(Ψn)
γ1...κk...γn−1β(θ1 . . . θk − iθ(κkα) . . . θn−1, θ′)
(
k−1∏
j=1
Sγjααγj (θk − θj + iθ(ακk))
)
−√n
∑
ακβ
iηβακ
∫
dθ′ g−
β¯
(θ′)f+α (θ
′ + iθ(ακ))(Ψn)
γ1...γn−1κ(θ1 . . . θn−1, θ
′ − iθ(κα))
×
(
n−1∏
j=1
Sγjααγj (θ
′ − θj + iθ(ακ))
)
.
Combining the two above expressions, we find that 2× (n− 1) terms cancel each other and
([χ(f), z′(J1g
−)]Ψn)
γ1...γn−1(θ1, · · · , θn−1)
=
√
n
∑
ακβ
iηβακ
∫
dθ′ g−
β¯
(θ′)f+α (θ
′ + iθ(ακ))(Ψn)
γ1...γn−1κ(θ1 . . . θn−1, θ
′ − iθ(κα))
×
(
n−1∏
j=1
Sγjααγj (θ
′ − θj + iθ(ακ))
)
=
√
n
∑
ακβ
iηβακ
∫
dθ′ g−
β¯
(θ′)f+α (θ
′ + iθ(ακ))(Ψn)
κγ1...γn−1(θ′ − iθ(κα), θ1 . . . θn−1)
×
(
n−1∏
k=1
Sγkκκγk (θ
′ − θk − iθ(κα))
)(
n−1∏
j=1
Sγjααγj (θ
′ − θj + iθ(ακ))
)
=
√
n
∑
ακβ
iηβακ
∫
dθ′ g−
β¯
(θ′)f+α (θ
′ + iθ(ακ))(Ψn)
κγ1...γn−1(θ′ − iθ(κα), θ1 . . . θn−1)
×
(
n−1∏
j=1
S
γjβ
βγj
(θ′ − θj)
)
,
where in the second equality we used S-symmetry of Ψn and in the third equality the Boot-
strap equation. Now we fix the indices of f and g to those υ, υ¯ of elementary particles. In
the expression above, ηβακ is non-zero if and only if α = υ, β = υ¯ or α = υ¯, β = υ (because
(υκ) → υ etc. is impossible by (P5)). If ηυυ¯κ 6= 0, then there is a fusion process (υυ) → κ
and by assumption κ is the unique index for which Sκυυκ(ζ) has a simple pole in R+ i[0, θ(κυ)],
where θ(κυ) is independent of κ. Now, by the properties of Dom(φ˜(f))∩Dom(φ˜′(g))) we can
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continue as follows:
=
√
n
∑
ν=υ,υ¯
κ∈I
iηνν¯κ
∫
dθ′ g−ν¯ (θ
′)f+ν¯ (θ
′ + iθ(ν¯κ))(Ψn)
κγ1...γn−1(θ′ − iθ(κν¯), θ1 . . . θn−1)
×
(
n−1∏
j=1
Sγjννγj (θ
′ − θj)
)
.
=
√
n
∑
ν=υ,υ¯
κ∈I
iηνν¯κ
∫
dθ′ g−ν¯ (θ
′ + iθ(κν¯))f
+
ν¯ (θ
′ + iθν¯κ)(Ψn)
κγ1...γn−1(θ′, θ1 . . . θn−1)
×
(
n−1∏
j=1
Sγjννγj (θ
′ − θj + iθ(κν¯))
)
=
√
n
∑
ν=υ,υ¯
κ∈I
iηνν¯κ
∫
dθ′ g+ν¯ (θ
′ − iπ + iθ(κν¯))f+ν¯ (θ′ + iθν¯κ)(Ψn)κγ1...γn−1(θ′, θ1 . . . θn−1)
×
(
n−1∏
j=1
Sγjννγj (θ
′ − θj + iθ(κν¯))
)
, (32)
where in the second equality we applied the shift θ′ → θ′+ iθ(κν¯) which is legitimate because,
when S
γjν
νγj has no pole there is no problem and when S
γjν
νγj has a pole at θ
′ − θj + iθ(κν¯) then
it forces γj = κ and the component of Ψ ∈ Dom(φ˜(f))∩Dom(φ˜′(g)) has a zero at θ′− θj = 0
(as we explained before this Theorem 4.2 and because D0 ⊂ Dom(φ˜(f)) ∩ Dom(φ˜′(g)))
which compensates the simple pole of S
γjν
νγj . In the last equality we used the property that
g−ν¯ (ζ) = g
+
ν¯ (ζ ± iπ). More precisely, we are applying the Cauchy theorem to vector-valued
functions, which can be justified by [CT15, Lemma B.2], (S9) and [Tan16, Proposition E.7].
The commutator [z(J1f
−), χ′(g)]
The first term of this commutator gives
(z(J1f
−)χ′(g)Ψn)
γ1...γn−1(θ1, · · · , θn−1)
=
√
n
∑
κ
∫
dθ′ f−κ¯ (θ
′)(χ′(g)Ψn)
κγ1...γn−1(θ′, θ1 . . . θn−1)
= −√n
n−1∑
k=1
∑
αβkκ
iηγkαβkg
+
α
(
θk − iθ(αβk)
) ∫
dθ′ f−κ¯ (θ
′)
∏
k+1≤j≤n−1
Sαγjγjα
(
θj − θk + iθ(αβk)
)
× (Ψn)κγ1...βk...γn−1
(
θ′, θ1, · · · , θk + iθ(βkα), · · · , θn−1
)
− √n
∑
αβκ
iηκαβ
∫
dθ′ f−κ¯ (θ
′)g+α
(
θ′ − iθ(αβ)
) ∏
1≤j≤n−1
Sαγjγjα
(
θj − θ′ + iθ(αβ)
)
× (Ψn)βγ1...γn−1
(
θ′ + iθ(βα), θ1, · · · , θn−1
)
,
where we used (29) after renaming of the summation index k into n− k + 1.
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Similarly, we have
(χ′(g)z(J1f
−)Ψn)
γ1...γn−1(θ1, · · · , θn−1)
= −√n
n−1∑
k=1
∑
αβk
iηγkαβkg
+
α
(
θk − iθ(αβk)
) ∏
k+1≤j≤n−1
Sαγjγjα
(
θj − θk + iθ(αβk)
)
× (z(J1f−)Ψn)γ1...βk...γn−1
(
θ1, · · · , θk + iθ(βkα), · · · , θn−1
)
= −√n
n−1∑
k=1
∑
αβkκ
iηγkαβkg
+
α
(
θk − iθ(αβk)
) ∏
k+1≤j≤n−1
Sαγjγjα
(
θj − θk + iθ(αβk)
)
×
∫
dθ′ f−κ¯ (θ
′)(Ψn)
κγ1...βk...γn−1
(
θ′, θ1, · · · , θk + iθ(βkα), · · · , θn−1
)
.
Now we combine the two above expressions. Using the assumption that α = υ, υ¯ (which are
the nonzero components of g), κ¯ = υ, υ¯ (which are the nonzero components of f), and noting
that ηκκβ = 0 by (P5) (because η
γ
αβ = i
√
2π|Rγαβ|), we again only have to consider the cases
where α = υ = κ¯ and α = υ¯ = κ¯ and obtain
([z(J1f
−), χ′(g)]Ψn)
γ1...γn−1(θ1, · · · , θn−1)
= −√n
∑
ν=υ,υ¯
β∈I
iηνν¯β
∫
dθ′ g+ν¯ (θ
′ − iθ(ν¯β))f−ν¯ (θ′)(Ψn)βγ1...γn−1(θ′ + iθ(βν¯), θ1 . . . θn−1)
×
n−1∏
j=1
S
ν¯γj
γj ν¯ (θj − θ′ + iθ(ν¯β))
= −√n
∑
ν=υ,υ¯
β∈I
iηνν¯β
∫
dθ′ g+ν¯ (θ
′ − iθν¯β)f−ν¯ (θ′ − iθ(βν¯))(Ψn)βγ1...γn−1(θ′, θ1 . . . θn−1)
×
n−1∏
j=1
S
ν¯γj
γj ν¯ (θj − θ′ + iθν¯β)
= −√n
∑
ν=υ,υ¯
β∈I
iηνν¯β
∫
dθ′ g+ν¯ (θ
′ − iθν¯β)f+ν¯ (θ′ + iπ − iθ(βν¯))(Ψn)βγ1...γn−1(θ′, θ1 . . . θn−1)
×
n−1∏
j=1
S
ν¯γj
γj ν¯ (θj − θ′ + iθν¯β),
where in the second equality we applied the shift θ′ → θ′−iθ(βν¯), in the third equality we used
the property that f+ν¯ (ζ+iπ) = f
−
ν¯ (ζ). In order to carry out the shift in the second equality, we
used again the properties of Ψ ∈ (D0 ⊂)Dom(φ˜(f)) ∩Dom(φ˜′(g)) explained before Theorem
4.2 and the L2-valued Cauchy theorem [CT15, Lemma B.2] (note that S
ν¯γj
γj ν¯ (θj − θ′ + iθν¯β) =
S
γjν
νγj (θ
′ − θj + iπ − iθν¯β) = Sγjννγj (θ′ − θj + iθ(βν¯)) as we will see in the next paragraph and we
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can apply the same argument as in the computation of the commutator [χ(f), z′(J1g
−)]: the
existence of a pole forces β = γj, and it gets canceled by the zero of Ψ. If there is no pole,
there is no problem in the shift).
Now we compare this to Eq. (32). By (S4) and (S5) we have S
ν¯γj
γj ν¯ (θj − θ′ + iθν¯β) =
S
γjν
νγj (θ
′− θj + iπ− iθν¯β). As a consequence of (P2) and (P1) we also have θ(βν¯) = π− θν¯β and
θν¯β = θνβ¯ = π − θ(βν¯), so that the S, f+, g+ factors coincide.
Hence, the commutator [z(J1f
−), χ′(g)] coincides up to a sign with Eq. (32), and therefore
they cancel.
The commutators [z†(f+), χ′(g)] and [χ(f), z′†(g+)]
These commutators are the adjoints of the previous commutators, therefore, they cancel as
a weak commutator as a consequence of the above computations.
The commutator [φ(f), φ′(g)]
This commutator has been computed in [LS14]. In the present case where S is diagonal,
the result in [LS14] reduces to the following expression:
([φ′(g), φ(f)]Ψn)
γ (θ1, · · · , θn)
=
∑
ν
∫
dθ′
(
g−ν¯ (θ
′)
(
n∏
l=1
Sγlννγl (θ
′ − θl)
)
f+ν (θ
′)− g+ν (θ′)
(
n∏
l=1
Sγlννγl (θ
′ − θl)
)
f−ν¯ (θ
′)
)
× (Ψn)γ(θ1, . . . , θn). (33)
We note that the first term in the integrand is equal to the second term except for a shift of
+iπ in θ′. Compared to [LS14, Theorem 3.2], since S has now poles in the physical strip, we
obtain residues when shifting the integration contour.
Recall that we consider test functions f, g whose only non-zero components correspond
to υ and υ¯. In this case, the factor Sαννα appearing in the expression of the commutator have
at most two simple poles at ζ = iθαν (if (αν) → β is a fusion) and ζ = iθ′να¯ (if (να¯) → γ
is a fusion), where ν = υ, υ¯, as specified in (S7). Therefore, by recalling that Rγαβ = 0 if
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(αβ)→ γ is not a fusion, we have
1
2πi
([φ′(g), φ(f)]Ψn)
γ(θ1, . . . , θn)
=
∑
ν=υ,υ¯
κ,κ′∈I
 n∑
j=1
Rκνγjg
−
ν¯ (θj + iθνγj )f
+
ν (θj + iθνγj )
 n∏
k=1
k 6=j
Sγkννγk (θj + iθνγj − θk)

+
n∑
j=1
R′κ
′
γ¯jν
g−ν¯ (θj + iθ
′
γ¯jν
)f+ν (θj + iθ
′
γ¯jν
)
 n∏
k=1
k 6=j
Sγkννγk (θj + iθ
′
γ¯jν
− θk)


× (Ψn)γ1...γn(θ1, . . . , θn)
=
∑
ν=υ,υ¯
κ,κ′∈I
 n∑
j=1
Rκνγjg
+
ν¯ (θj + iθνγj − iπ)f+ν (θj + iθνγj )
 n∏
k=1
k 6=j
Sγkννγk (θj + iθνγj − θk)

−
n∑
j=1
Rκ¯
′
γj ν¯
g+ν¯ (θj + iθ
′
γj ν¯
− iπ)f+ν (θj + iθ′γj ν¯)
 n∏
k=1
k 6=j
Sγkννγk (θj + iθ
′
γj ν¯
− θk)


× (Ψn)γ1...γn(θ1, . . . , θn),
=
∑
ν=υ,υ¯
κ∈I
 n∑
j=1
Rκνγjg
+
ν¯ (θj + iθνγj − iπ)f+ν (θj + iθνγj )
 n∏
k=1
k 6=j
Sγkννγk (θj + iθνγj − θk)

−
n∑
j=1
Rκγjνg
+
ν (θj + iθ
′
γjν
− iπ)f+ν¯ (θj + iθ′γjν)
 n∏
k=1
k 6=j
Sγkν¯ν¯γk (θj + iθ
′
γjν
− θk)


× (Ψn)γ1...γn(θ1, . . . , θn), (34)
where in the second equality we used the property that g−ν¯ (ζ) = g
+
ν¯ (ζ ± iπ), (P4), CPT-
symmetry on R’s and θ’s and in the last equality we just changed the dummy indices.
Note that the product of S factors in Eq. (33) might raise some concern about the nature
of the poles of the integrand and whether the sum of the residues over the simple poles in
the first equality of Eq. (34) is justified. We will argue as follows: If any pair of θl’s does
not coincide, then the integrand has two simple poles and the first equality in (34) follows.
The complement of this set of θl’s has Lebesgue measure zero, and therefore the equality still
holds.
We also remark that the integral expression in (34) seems unbounded due to the poles
of the S-factors, but since φ(f), φ′(g) are bounded on vectors with finite particle number,
one can expect that these divergences cancel. Indeed, for each values of j, k the S-factors
Sγkννγk (θj+ iθνγj −θk) and Sγk ν¯ν¯γk (θj+ iθ′νγj −θk) in the products above have a pole at θj−θk = 0
for γj = γk. Correspondingly, the terms with the values of j, k exchanged have also a pole at
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θj−θk = 0, but with the negative of the previous residues. The factors f+, g+ with exchanged
variables θj , θk coincide when θj = θk and γj = γk. This implies that such terms cancel.
The commutator [χ(f), χ′(g)]
We compute this commutator between vectors Ψ,Φ with only n-particle components.
Recall the expressions of χ(f) and χ′(g) at the beginning of Sec. 3, where they are written
as the sum of n operators acting on different variables, therefore, there are n2 terms in each
of the scalar products 〈χ′(g)Φ, χ(f)Ψ〉 and 〈χ(f)Φ, χ′(g)Ψ〉. Of these, the n(n − 1) terms
in which the above-mentioned operators act on different variables give exactly the same
contribution (as in [CT15]), which we denote by C, therefore, they cancel in the commutator
and hence are irrelevant. The relevant part is
〈χ′(g)Φ, χ(f)Ψ〉 − C
=
∑
γαα′
n∑
k=1
∑
βkβ
′
k
√
2π|Rγkαβk|
∫
dθ1 . . . dθn
(
k−1∏
j=1
Sγjααγj (θk − θj + iθ(αβk))
)
× f+α (θk + iθ(αβk))(Ψn)γ1...βk...γn(θ1, . . . , θk − iθ(βkα), . . . , θn)
×
√
2π|Rγkα′β′
k
|
(
n∏
p=k+1
S
α′γp
γpα′
(θp − θk + iθ(α′β′
k
))
)
× g+α′(θk − iθ(α′β′k))(Φn)γ1...β
′
k
...γn(θ1, . . . , θk + iθ(β′
k
α′), . . . , θn)
=
∑
γαα′
n∑
k=1
∑
βkβ
′
k
√
2π|Rγkαβk|
∫
dθ1 . . . dθn
(
k−1∏
j=1
Sγjααγj (θk − θj + iθαβk)
)
× f+α (θk + iθαβk)(Ψn)γ1...βk...γn(θ1, . . . , θk, . . . , θn)
×
√
2π|Rγkα′β′
k
|
(
n∏
p=k+1
S
γpα′
α′γp
(θk − θp + iθ(βkα) + iθ(α′β′k))
)
× g+
α¯′
(θk + iθ(α′β′
k
) + iθ(βkα) − iπ)(Φn)γ1...β′k...γn(θ1, . . . , θk + iθ(β′kα′) − iθ(βkα), . . . , θn),
where in the second equality we implemented the shift θk → θk + iθ(βkα), we used parity
symmetry (S2), unitarity (S1), hermitian analyticity (S3) and the property that g+α′(ζ) =
g−
α¯′
(ζ¯) = g+
α¯′
(ζ − iπ). To perform the shift in θk we used the analyticity and decay properties
of f+, g+ at infinity in the strip, [CT15, Lemma B.2] and the property of Ψ,Φ ∈ D0 explained
before Theorem 4.2. This last property tells that Ψ,Φ have zeros on the real hyperplane, so
that the product of Ψ,Φ and the S factors is analytic and bounded in θk, and that the final
result, after the shift, remains L2 (as explained before this theorem).
Similarly, using the definitions of χ(f) and χ′(g) at the beginning of Section 3 we can
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compute the other term 〈χ(f)Φ, χ′(g)Ψ〉 in the commutator [χ(f), χ′(g)] and obtain:
〈χ(f)Φ, χ′(g)Ψ〉 − C
=
∑
γ,α,α′
n∑
k=1
∑
βkβ
′
k
√
2π|Rγkαβk |
∫
dθ1 . . . dθn
(
k−1∏
j=1
S
γjα
αγj (θk − θj + iθ(αβk))
)
× f+α (θk + iθ(αβk))(Φn)γ1...βk...γn(θ1, . . . , θk − iθ(βkα), . . . , θn)
×
√
2π|Rγkα′β′
k
|
(
n∏
p=k+1
S
α′γp
γpα′
(θp − θk + iθ(α′β′
k
))
)
× g+α′(θk − iθ(α′β′k))(Ψn)γ1...β
′
k
...γn(θ1, . . . , θk + iθ(β′
k
α′), . . . , θn)
=
∑
γ,α,α′
n∑
k=1
∑
βkβ
′
k
√
2π|Rγkαβk |
∫
dθ1 . . . dθn
(
k−1∏
j=1
S
γjα¯
α¯γj (θk − θj − iθ(β′kα′) − iθ(αβk) + iπ)
)
× f+α¯ (θk − iθ(β′kα′) − iθ(αβk) + iπ)(Φn)γ1...βk...γn(θ1, . . . , θk + iθ(β′kα′) − iθ(βkα), . . . , θn)
×
√
2π|Rγkα′β′
k
|
(
n∏
p=k+1
S
γpα¯′
α¯′γp
(θk − θp − iθα′β′
k
+ iπ)
)
× g+α′(θk − iθα′β′k)(Ψn)γ1...β
′
k
...γn(θ1, . . . , θk, . . . , θn),
where in the second equality we implemented the shift θk → θk − iθ(β′
k
α′), we used parity
symmetry (S2), unitarity (S1), hermitian analyticity (S3), crossing symmetry (S4) and the
property that f+α (ζ) = f
−
α¯ (ζ¯) = f
+
α¯ (ζ + iπ). As before, the shift in θk and the fact that the
result is L2 is guaranteed by analyticity and decay properties of f+, g− at infinity in the strip,
[CT15, Lemma B.2] and the zeros of the vectors Ψ,Φ ∈ D0.
We now exploit the properties of elementary particles υ, υ¯. We first consider the compo-
nents χυ and χ
′
υ. Since only those indices with processes (υβk) → γk and (υβ ′k) → γk are
taken into consideration in the sum, it follows that βk = β
′
k (see the assumption on elemen-
tary particles in Section 2.1). Then the two terms of the commutator above simplify, up to
irrelevant terms Cυυ etc. as before, as follows:
〈χ′υ(g)Φ, χυ(f)Ψ〉 − Cυυ
= −
∑
γ
n∑
k=1
∑
βk
2πiRγkυβk
∫
dθ1 . . . dθn
(∏
j 6=k
Sγjυυγj (θk − θj + iθυβk)
)
× f+υ (θk + iθυβk)(Φn)γ1...βk...γn(θ1, . . . , θk, . . . , θn)g+υ¯ (θk + iθυβk − iπ)
× (Ψn)γ1...βk...γn(θ1, . . . , θk, . . . , θn), (35)
〈χ(f)υΦ, χ′υ(g)Ψ〉 − C ′υυ
= −
∑
γ
n∑
k=1
∑
βk
2πiRγkυβk
∫
dθ1 . . . dθn
(∏
j 6=k
S
γj υ¯
υ¯γj (θk − θj + iπ − iθυβk)
)
× f+υ¯ (θk − iθυβk + iπ)(Φn)γ1...βk...γn(θ1, . . . , θk, . . . , θn)g+υ (θk − iθυβk)
× (Ψn)γ1...βk...γn(θ1, . . . , θk, . . . , θn), (36)
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where we used the fact that |Rγυβ| = −iRγυβ , “positivity” of residues. Analogous expressions
can be obtained for 〈χ′υ¯(g)Φ, χυ¯(f)Ψ〉 and 〈χ(f)υ¯Φ, χ′υ¯(g)Ψ〉, namely, υ should be simply
replaced by υ¯.
We compare them with the commutator (34). By θ′κγj = π−θκγj = π−θγjκ and exchanging
the dummy indices βk ↔ γk, j ↔ k, these two commutators cancel each other.
Next, we consider the remaining components. We first look at the following combination:
〈χ′υ¯(g)Φ, χυ(f)Ψ〉 − Cυ¯υ
=
∑
γ
n∑
k=1
∑
βk,β
′
k
√
2π|Rγkυβk |
√
2π|Rγkυ¯β′
k
|
×
∫
dθ
(
k−1∏
j=1
Sγjυυγj (θk − θj + iθυβk)
)(
n∏
p=k+1
S
γpυ¯
υ¯γp (θk − θp + iθ(βkυ) + iθ(υ¯β′k))
)
× f+υ (θk + iθυβk)g+υ (θk + iθ(υ¯β′k) + iθ(βkυ) − iπ)
× (Φn)γ1...β′k...γn(θ1, . . . , θk + iθ(β′
k
υ¯) − iθ(βkυ), . . . , θn)(Ψn)γ1...βk...γn(θ1, . . . , θk, . . . , θn),
(37)
〈χυ¯(f)Φ, χ′υ(g)Ψ〉 − C ′υ¯υ
=
∑
γ
n∑
k=1
∑
βk,β
′
k
√
2π|Rγkυ¯βk |
√
2π|Rγkυβ′
k
|
×
∫
dθ
(
k−1∏
j=1
Sγjυυγj (θk − θj + iπ − iθ(β′kυ) − iθ(υ¯βk))
)(
n∏
p=k+1
S
γpυ¯
υ¯γp (θk − θp + iπ − iθυβ′k)
)
× f+υ (θk − iθ(β′kυ) − iθ(υ¯βk) + iπ)g+υ (θk − iθυβ′k)
× (Φn)γ1...βk...γn(θ1, . . . , θk + iθ(β′
k
υ) − iθ(βkυ¯), . . . , θn)(Ψn)γ1...β
′
k
...γn(θ1, . . . , θk, . . . , θn).
(38)
By exchanging the dummy indices βk ↔ β ′k and using the properties of fusion angles for
elementary particles (Section 2.1), we will show below that these two terms coincide, which
means that they cancel each other in the commutator [χ′(g), χ(f)].
We claim that there hold the following equalities between fusion angles:
θ(β′
k
υ) = θ(βkυ¯), π − θ(βkυ) − θ(υ¯β′k) = θυβk .
The first equality follows by the third property of the elementary particles in Sec. 2.1. We
prove the second equality as follows. Since Rγαβ 6= 0 only if (αβ)→ γ is a fusion process, we
only have to take into consideration those indices with (βkυ) → γk and (υ¯β ′k) → γk, which
forces (γkυ) → β ′k. Using the fourth property of the elementary particles in Sec. 2.1, the
second equality becomes
−θ(βkυ) + θ(υβ′k) = θυβk .
Now, by (P6) we can write βk = υ
ℓ for some ℓ, and using the first two relations in Eq. (5),
we find
−θ0 + (ℓ+ 2)θ0 = (1 + ℓ)θ0,
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which concludes the proof of the second equality.
Similarly, we have
〈χυ(f)Φ, χ′υ¯(g)Ψ〉 − C ′υ¯υ
=
∑
γ
n∑
k=1
∑
βk,β
′
k
√
2π|Rγkυβk |
√
2π|Rγkυ¯β′
k
|
×
∫
dθ
(
k−1∏
j=1
S
γj υ¯
υ¯γj (θk − θj + iπ − iθ(β′k υ¯) − iθ(υβk))
)(
n∏
p=k+1
Sγpυυγp (θk − θp + iπ − iθυ¯β′k)
)
× f+υ¯ (θk − iθ(β′k υ¯) − iθ(υβk) + iπ)g+υ¯ (θk − iθυ¯β′k)
× (Φn)γ1...βk...γn(θ1, . . . , θk + iθ(β′
k
υ¯) − iθ(βkυ), . . . , θn)(Ψn)γ1...β
′
k
...γn(θ1, . . . , θk, . . . , θn),
〈χ′υ(g)Φ, χυ¯(f)Ψ〉 − Cυ¯υ
=
∑
γ
n∑
k=1
∑
βk,β
′
k
√
2π|Rγkυ¯βk |
√
2π|Rγkυβ′
k
|
×
∫
dθ
(
k−1∏
j=1
S
γj υ¯
υ¯γj (θk − θj + iθυ¯βk)
)(
n∏
p=k+1
Sγpυυγp (θk − θp + iθ(βk υ¯) + iθ(υβ′k))
)
× f+υ¯ (θk + iθυ¯βk)g+υ¯ (θk + iθ(υβ′k) + iθ(βk υ¯) − iπ)
× (Φn)γ1...β′k...γn(θ1, . . . , θk + iθ(β′
k
υ) − iθ(βkυ¯), . . . , θn)(Ψn)γ1...βk...γn(θ1, . . . , θk, . . . , θn),
and these terms cancel each other by the same properties of fusion angles for elementary
particles.
We would like to remark that, the restriction to the elementary particles is crucial for
the vanishing of the commutator [φ˜(f), φ˜′(g)]. Indeed, in examples where we drop such a
restriction one can see that the commutator [φ(f), φ′(g)] contains contributions from double
or higher poles, which do not vanish.
In the literature on the form factor program, the commutation relations between local
fields have been claimed for Z(N)-Ising model with some specific vectors [BFK06, Appendix
D], but only a short comment on the general case is given.
A larger domain of weak commutativity
The domain D0 is properly included in Dom(φ˜(f)) ∩ Dom(φ˜′(g)). We point out here that
for models with two species of particles, for example the Z(3)-Ising model and the A2-affine
Toda field theory, this restriction is unnecessary.
Theorem 4.3. We consider that class of examples with only two species of particles as in
Section 2.2. Let f and g be test functions supported in WL and WR, respectively, and with
the property that f = f ∗ and g = g∗. Furthermore, assume that f, g have components fα = 0
and gα = 0 for all α ∈ I except the indices υ, υ¯ corresponding to the elementary particles.
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Then, for each Φ,Ψ in Dom(φ˜(f)) ∩ Dom(φ˜′(g)), we have
〈φ˜(f)Φ, φ˜′(g)Ψ〉 = 〈φ˜′(g)Φ, φ˜(f)Ψ〉.
Proof. Most of the proof of Theorem 4.2 works for Dom(φ˜(f)) ∩ Dom(φ˜′(g)) and the only
points where we used the properties of D0 were the shifts of integral contours of the terms
(35), (36), (37) and (38).
As for (35), we have υ = 1 and the problem with the shift occurs only if Rγkυβk 6= 0, hence
βk = 1 and the S
γj1
1γj
-factors have poles at θυβk = θ11 =
2π
3
, which happens only if γj = 1
(γj = 3 does not exist). But in this case, Ψ has zeros which compensate the poles and the
shifts are legitimate as we saw before Theorem 4.2.
An analogous argument works for (36), (37) and (38).
On the other hand, we show in Appendix A that our argument for the weak commutativity
on Dom(φ˜(f)) ∩ Dom(φ˜′(g)) fails for the Z(4)-Ising model or any other models with more
than two species of particles.
Reeh-Schlieder property
In the models we consider, there are many “composite” particles, but we can construct
weakly commuting polarization-free generators only for those particles which correspond to
elementary particles υ, υ¯. Therefore, it is important to know whether these operators generate
the whole Hilbert space. We do expect this, yet we can give a complete argument only for
models with two species of particles. These include the Z(3)-Ising model and the A2-affine
Toda field theory. Let us give a proof for the particular cases and sketch how far we can go
in general.
In the operator-algebraic approach, we are interested in the following question. Let us
suppose that for each g such that gα = 0 for α 6= υ, υ¯, there is a self-adjoint extension of φ˜′(g),
which we denote by the same symbol, such that φ˜′ is covariant with respect to U . Suppose
also that, for each f such that fα = 0, α 6= υ, υ¯, φ˜(f) has a nice self-adjoint extension, such
that φ˜′(g) and φ˜(f) strongly commute (which we have not proved yet). We consider the von
Neumann algebra
M = {eiφ˜′(g) : gα = 0 for α 6= υ, υ¯ and supp g ⊂WR, },
and we wish to show that MΩ = H. Actually, as M is an algebra of bounded operators
containing the identity operator 1, we can freely use the fact that MΩ =MMΩ. Further-
more, by the assumed covariance it holds that AdU(a, 0)(M) ⊂M and U(a, 0)MΩ ⊂MΩ
for a ∈ WR.
By the standard Reeh-Schlieder argument, it suffices to show that {U(a, 0)MΩ : a ∈ R2}
is total in H. Indeed, let us take Ψ from the orthogonal complement of MΩ. Then, for
any element x ∈ M, consider the function fΨ,x(a) = 〈U(a, 0)xΩ,Ψ〉 in R2. By the spectral
condition for U , it has an analytic continuation to R2 + iV+, which is equal to 0 for a ∈ WR.
Now by the edge of the wedge theorem, this function can be further continued to a complex
open region including R2, which is 0 on the two-dimensional real open setWR, therefore, must
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be 0. This implies that Ψ is orthogonal to any vector U(a, 0)xΩ for arbitrary a ∈ R2, x ∈M,
therefore, must be zero by assumption.
Note that this allows us to consider smearing U(f)xΩ :=
∫
d2a f(a)U(a, 0)xΩ with a test
function f . U is strongly continuous, hence U(f)xΩ ∈ span{U(a, 0)MΩ : a ∈ R2}. As U(f)
is a bounded operator, we only have to show that
span{(U(f) + U(a, 0))MΩ : a ∈ R2, supp f ⊂ R2} = H.
Take first the one-particle space. For ν = υ, υ¯ we have φ˜′(g)Ω ∈ H1 and this is in the
above closure because iφ˜′(g)Ω = d
dt
eitφ˜
′(g)Ω and Ω is in the domain of φ˜′(g) [RS75, Theorem
VIII.7]. The reality condition on g is that gα(a) = gα(a). For a real scalar-valued function
h, the pair of functions g1,υ(a) = h(a), g1,υ¯(a) = h(a) satisfies the reality condition, as well as
another pair g2,υ(a) = ih(a), g2,υ¯(a) = −ih(a). By taking the complex linear hull, h+ ∈ H1,υ
and h+ ∈ H1,υ¯ are contained in MΩ. By the one-particle Reeh-Schlieder property (e.g.
[Lon08, Theorem 3.2.1]), it follows that (CΩ⊕H1,υ ⊕H1,υ¯) ⊂MΩ.
We exhibit how other species of particles can be obtained. Note that H1,υ ∩Dom(φ˜′(g)),
which includes H1,υ ∩ Dom(χ′(g)), is a dense subspace. For any such vector ξ ∈ H1,υ ∩
Dom(χ′(g)), φ˜′(g)ξ = d
dt
eitφ˜
′(g)ξ ∈ (CΩ ⊕ H1,κ ⊕ H2) where (υυ) → κ. Note that the joint
spectrum of the vector φ˜′(g)ξ with respect to U has disjoint three components: the point
(0, 0), the mass hyperboloid of the single particle κ, and the two-particle spectrum. Let f
be a test function whose Fourier transform has a support in a neighborhood of the mass
hyperboloid of the particle κ. For such f , the spectrum of U(f)φ˜′(g)ξ is concentrated on
the mass hyperboloid, namely, we obtain the one-particle state of the particle κ. As the
range of χ′1(g) is dense, we obtain H1,κ ⊂ MΩ. Next, note that (κυ¯) → υ, and we already
have H1,υ ⊂ MΩ. By repeating this way, we obtain the whole one-particle space H1, as we
assumed that all single-particle states are composite, namely, can be obtained by fusing υ
repeatedly.
The rest is shown by induction. We can complete this passage only for models with two
species of particles. Suppose that Hn ⊂ MΩ. As above, one can find vectors Ψ ∈ Hn ∩
Dom(φ˜′(g)). Then by applying φ˜′(g) with various g as above, we see Pn+1(Hn⊗H1,υ) ⊂MΩ.
Together with H1,υ¯, this completes the induction for models with two species of particles.
Therefore, if we manage to show that φ˜(f) and φ˜′(g) commute strongly (on an appropriate
domain), we can obtain a Borchers triple (M, U,Ω).
Let us explain what is missing for the general case. Again, one can find vectors Ψ ∈
Dom(φ˜′(g)) ∩ Pn+1(Hn ⊗ H1,υ) ⊂ MΩ and separate the Pn+1(Hn ⊗ H1,κ)-component of
φ˜′(g)Ψ by smearing with test functions, but the energy-momentum spectrum of this vector is
restricted below a certain mass shell and we do not know how to fill the rest. Formally, φ′(g)
and χ′(g) have different momentum transfer, therefore, it should be possible to separate them
by smearing, but if the smearing function has a non-compact support, there is no guarantee
that there is a dense domain. Therefore, a more refined analysis is needed.
(Non-)temperateness of the polarization-free generators
It is not difficult to show that φ˜(f) is not temperate by showing that for any vector Ψ in
Dom(φ˜(f)), φ˜(f)Ψ cannot be polynomially bounded as in [CT15, end of Section 3.3]. One
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can also formally derive the expression for a polarization-free generator φ˜(f) by assuming
various domain properties of form factors as in [CT15, Section 4.2] and the existence of a
Haag-Kastler net [BBS01]. It does not in principle exclude the existence of a temperate
PFG, but such an operator must have either a much subtler domain that would invalidate
most of the formal computations or a complicated expansion in terms of z†, z so that the
advantage of the wedge-local approach would be ruined (a simple expression for PFGs is also
necessary for the proofs of Bisognano-Wichmann property, c.f [BL04] and for the modular
nuclearity, c.f. [Lec08, Ala14]). Therefore, we expect that our φ˜(f), φ˜′(g) should be the
right polarization-free generators for the Haag-Kastler nets for integrable models with bound
states.
5 Conclusions and outlook
Wedge-local observables play an important role in the operator-algebraic construction of a
QFT. In this work we have extended the results in [CT15] to models with a factorizing S-
matrix with poles in the physical strip and with a richer particle spectrum. In particular,
we constructed weakly commuting candidate operators for wedge-local observables for the
Z(N)-Ising model and the AN−1-Toda field theories, which are examples of a model with
N − 1 species of particles and of several bound states (depending on N) where the S-matrix
is of “diagonal” form. Here, candidates for wedge-local observables are obtained as a multi-
particle generalization of the operators introduced in [CT15] by the addition of the “bound
state” operator to the fields of Lechner-Schu¨tzenhofer [LS14] and by restricting to components
corresponding only to particles of species 1 and N − 1.
Moreover, by assuming the existence of nice self-adjoint extensions, we can show the Reeh-
Schlieder property for models with two species of particles. We also saw that the domain
of weak commutativity can be larger for this case. They include the Z(3)-Ising model and
the A2-affine Toda field theory. For models with genuine bound states, we need a more
sophisticated method.
A major open problem is to prove that such nice self-adjoint extensions exist and to
show the strong commutativity of φ˜(f) and φ˜′(g). Some partial results in this direction are
currently available only for scalar S-matrices with bound states (e.g. the Bullough-Dodd
model) in [Tan15]. This is a natural first step towards the construction of the corresponding
wedge-algebras and to prove the existence of strictly local observables through intersection
of a shifted right and left wedge. For the scalar S-matrices, the existence of self-adjoint
extension is immediate for some choice of f . The situation will be different for general S-
matrices, as the proof at hand for scalar S-matrices relies on certain positivity argument for
χ(f). Besides, for S-matrices without poles, the models can be realized as the deformations
of the free field [Lec12]. This point of view seems difficult to maintain for S-matrices with
poles, at least by the same techniques, since our candidates for wedge-local observables are
unbounded on each subspace with the fixed particle number, while the deformed fields of
Lechner are bounded there. As a further step, a proof of modular nuclearity must be also
substantially modified from that of the scalar S-matrices, as it exploits again the positivity
of χ(f) [CT16a].
Another interesting problem would be the extension of our construction to integrable
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models with “non-diagonal” S-matrices, e.g., the Thirring model. We expect that weak
wedge-commutativity holds at least for certain components of the PFGs, for example when
restricted to a truncated version of this model where we allow the so-called “soliton”, “anti-
soliton” and only one “breather”. Also, it holds in the case where there are only “breathers”
(since this subpart of the S-matrix is in fact “diagonal”), referred to as the sine-Gordon
model. We will present the last named result elsewhere [CT16b]. More general affine Toda
field theories and their quantum group symmetry should be also investigated.
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A Failure of weak commutativity on the intersection
domain
Here we show that Theorem 4.2 does not hold for Dom(φ˜(g)) ∩ Dom(φ˜′(g)) if we consider
the Z(4)-Ising model.
Let us take Ψ,Φ ∈ H2 with only nonzero components Ψ1,3 and Ψ3,1 (we use the comma
to separate indices so not to confuse them with two digit numbers). Recall that S-symmetry
means Ψ1,3(θ1, θ2) = S
1,3
3,1(θ2 − θ1)Ψ3,1(θ2, θ1). The condition Ψ ∈ Dom(φ˜(f)) ∩ Dom(φ˜′(g))
only says that their components should have certain analytic continuations, therefore, one
can choose one of the components, say Ψ1,3, quite arbitrarily. Especially, it generically does
not have a zero at θ2 − θ1 = 0.
We take symmetric multi-component test functions f, g with nonzero components with
υ, υ¯. It is straightforward to calculate:
2(χ1(f1)Ψ)
2,3(θ) =
√
2π|R21,1|f+1 (θ1 + iθ(1,1))Ψ1,3(θ1 − iθ(1,1), θ2),
2(χ1(f1)Ψ)
3,2(θ) =
√
2π|R21,1|S3,11,3(θ2 − θ1 + iθ(1,1))f+1 (θ2 + iθ(1,1))Ψ3,1(θ1, θ2 − iθ(1,1)),
2(χ3(f3)Ψ)
2,1(θ) =
√
2π|R23,3|f+3 (θ1 + iθ(3,3))Ψ3,1(θ1 − iθ(3,3), θ2),
2(χ3(f3)Ψ)
1,2(θ) =
√
2π|R23,3|S3,11,3(θ2 − θ1 + iθ(3,3))f+3 (θ2 + iθ(3,3))Ψ1,3(θ1, θ2 − iθ(3,3)),
2(χ′1(g1)Φ)
3,2(θ) =
√
2π|R21,1|g+1 (θ2 − iθ(1,1))Φ3,1(θ1, θ2 + iθ(1,1)),
2(χ′1(g1)Φ)
2,3(θ) =
√
2π|R21,1|S1,33,1(θ2 − θ1 + iθ(1,1))g+1 (θ1 − iθ(1,1))Φ1,3(θ1 + iθ(1,1), θ2),
2(χ′3(g3)Φ)
1,2(θ) =
√
2π|R23,3|g+3 (θ2 − iθ(3,3))Φ1,3(θ1, θ2 + iθ(3,3)),
2(χ′3(g3)Φ)
2,1(θ) =
√
2π|R23,3|S1,33,1(θ2 − θ1 + iθ(3,3))g+3 (θ1 − iθ(3,3))Φ3,1(θ1 + iθ(3,3), θ2).
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By recalling that R21,1 = R
2
3,3 =: R and θ(1,1) = θ(3,3) =: λ, we obtain
1
πR
〈χ′(g)Φ, χ(f)Ψ〉
=
∫
dθ1dθ2 g
+
1 (θ2 − iλ)Φ3,1(θ1, θ2 + iλ)
× S3,11,3(θ2 − θ1 + iλ)f+1 (θ2 + iλ)Ψ3,1(θ1, θ2 − iλ)
+
∫
dθ1dθ2 g
+
3 (θ2 − iλ)Φ1,3(θ1, θ2 + iλ)
× S3,11,3(θ2 − θ1 + iλ)f+3 (θ2 + iλ)Ψ1,3(θ1, θ2 − iλ)
=
∫
dθ1dθ2 S
3,1
1,3(θ2 − θ1 + iλ)
×
(
g+1 (θ2 − iλ)Φ3,1(θ1, θ2 + iλ)f+1 (θ2 + iλ)Ψ3,1(θ1, θ2 − iλ)
+g+3 (θ2 − iλ)Φ1,3(θ1, θ2 + iλ)f+3 (θ2 + iλ)Ψ1,3(θ1, θ2 − iλ)
)
.
From S-symmetry, we can only infer that Ψ1,3(θ, θ) = Ψ3,1(θ, θ) as S1,33,1(0) = 1, and therefore,
the integrand above has generically a pole at θ2 − θ1 + 2λi = 0 coming from the S1,33,1-factor,
which invalidates the application of the Cauchy theorem. Namely, there are these additional
terms (the residues) in the weak commutator 〈χ′(g)Φ, χ(f)Ψ〉 − 〈χ(f)Φ, χ′(g)Ψ〉, which do
not vanish for generic f, g,Ψ.
This, however, does not exclude the possibility that φ˜(f) and φ˜′(g) strongly commute on
a better domain.
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